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Abstract

Propagation and scattering of elastic wâves in laminated composite plates are

investigated with particular refet'ence to ultrasonic nondestructive detection of flaws.

An analytical method and a stiffness method are formulated to study the two-

dimensional wave propagation in laminated composite plates. Based on these metÌ¡

ods, piane-strain elastodynamic Green's functions are obtained. Boundary elernent

method is adopted to analyze scattering of waves by flaws in laminated composite

plates. A new technique is established to evaluate the Cauchy Principal Value inte-

grals and weakly singular integrals involved in the boundary integral equations. Also,

a hybrid methocl, which combines the finite element formulation in a finite region ancl

â rñ/ave modal representation outside, is presented ¡,vith special attention to the anal-

ysis of inclusion or joint problerns. The methods are illustratecl through solving the

problems of guided wave scattering by surface-breaking cracks, horizontal cracks (due

to delarrination), cracks on the interphase of joints. The frequency dornain results

and transient responses show thai application of these methods in nonclestructive

evaluation technique is very promising.

Three-dimensional wave propagation and scattering phenomena are also stucliecl.

It is shown that three-dimensional wave propagation ploblems can be decornposed

into a sequence of two-dimensional wave problems. Based on the decornposition

technique, three-clirrensional Green's fïrnctions ale clerived in a clouble summation

f'orur. The boundat'y element rnethocl is exploited in the analysis of thlee-dimensional

'uvave scattering in isotropic plates.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

1.1 Composite materials

The word 'composite' in composite material signifies that two or more materials are

combined otì a mâcroscopic scale to forrn a useful material. The key is the macroscopic

examination of a material. Different materials can be combinecl on a microscopic

scale, such as in alloying, but the resulting material is macroscopically homogeneous.

The advantage of composites is that they usually exhibit the best qualities of their

constituents a,nd ofteu sorne clualities that neithel constitnent possesses.

Composite materials are often used in situations involving the suclclen application

of loads. The dynarnic response of the structure ensues aftel loacl application, arrd a

state of stress rnay be generated that leacls to failure. It is necessary to unclerstancl

the response charactelistic of the material body to account properly f'or all irnportant

eff'ects.

Thele are three commonly used types of composite materials [1], namely, Fi,l¡r.ous

co mp o s'it e s, P arti, cul at e co mp o s i,t e s, and L ami,n at erJ co mp o s,it e s.

1
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Fi,brous composi,tes consist of fibers in a matrix. The fibers are characterized

geometrically by their near crystal-sized diameters. Naturally, fibels are of iittle use

unless they are bound together to take the form of a structural element which can

take loads. The fibers may be organic or metallic. Examples of commonly used

fibers are glass, graphite, boron, ancl ararnicl. The binder material is usually called

a matrix. The pulpose of the matrix is manifold: support, protect, tlansf'er stress,

etc. The matrix may be organic ol rnetallic. Some examples of rlatrices are epoxy,

polyester, and silicon. Typically, the matrix is of consiclerably lower density, stiffness,

and strength than the fibers. However, the combination of fibers and a matrix can

have very high strength and stiffness, yet still have low clensity.

Parti,culate composi,t€s are elemental or alloy matrices within which fine particles

of one or more materials are dispersed. The particles can be either metallic ot' non-

rnetallic as can the matrix. Commonly used particles are 41203, TnO2, Cr2O3, SiO2

and SIC.

Larni,nated composi,tes are composecl of layers or laminae of two or mole materials

bonded together. Lamination is used to combine the best aspects of the constituent

layers in ot'cler to achieve ¿ì, rllore useful rnaterial. The properties that can be empha-

sizecl by lamination are strength, stiffness, lor,v weight, corrosion resistance, thermal

insulation, acoustical insulation, etc. Examples of laminated composites are bimetals,

cl¿rcl metals, leuninatecl glass, plastic basecl l¿l,minatcs ¿rncl larninatecl fibrous-reinforcecl

cornposites.

Laminated fiblous-reinf'olced composites ale a hybrid cìass of com.posites involving

both fibrous cornposites and lamination technique. Here, layers of fiber-reinf'orced

material ale brrilt up r,vith thc fiber clirections of c¿rch layel tvpically orientccl in

different directions to give clifferent strengths and stiffnesses in the various directions.

Tltus, the strengths and stiffiresses of the laminated fiber-r'einfolced composite can be
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tailored to the specific design requirements of the structural element being built.

The contents of this thesis will be mainly directed towards laminatecl ancl fibrous

composites, although some of the principles to be discussecl will have general appli-

cability. Ã lant''inated compos'ite plate is a plate which is constructecl from laminae

with various orientations of principal material axes in the laminae perfectly bonclecl

together.

L.2 Nondestructive evaluation

Composite materials at'e usheling in a new era for material science ancl engineering clue

to their' low clensity, increased service life, and high performance not obtainable with
conventional engineering materials. The strength of composite stluctures is clepenclent

on the elastic propet'ties of the composite materials. Holvever the presence of flaws or

defects in the composite materials has a great influence on the strength. The growth of

flaws in composite materials can have serious consequences cluring operation. In o¡der-

to detect these flaws without impairing the usefulness of the composite structures,

which are often in the form of plates, nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technique has

been exploited. The testing technique rnay involve visual inspection, clye penetrant,

magnetic particle, radiography, eddy current or ultrasonic.

The main idea of using ultr¿rsonic waves in flaw detection is the scattering of waves

bv a flar,v or other ablupt change in the clastic ploperties of the rn¿rter.i¿l,l in ¡,vhich

the waves are travelling. A schematic diagram of a tvpical ultrasonic flaw detector is

shown in Figure 1.1 (Page 14). Ultrasonic waves generatecl bv the transclucer travel

through the specimen and ale scatterecl r,vhen a flar,v is encounterecl. Of particulal

interest are the scattered signals, r,vhich reach the sulface of the specimen ancl are mea-

sured by receivers located on the surface. These signals carry a substantial amount
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of information about the characteristic of the flaw, such as the size, shape, ancl loca-

tion. Ultrasonic flaw detection techniques rely on the theoretical preclictions of the

signature of the scattered signals. Therefore, it is crucial to establish an appropriate

theoretical model which can accurately predict the scattering by flar,vs.

Sevelal ultrasonic techniques, such as pulse echo, transmission, resonance, fLe-

quency moclulation, and acoustic image are available for nonclestructive evaluation of

plate-like specimens. Early techniques used body waves. Ner,ver techniques employing

guided waves are constantly under development. The important aclvantages of using

guidecl wâves in NDE are:

1. The dispersive and multirnodal nature of the guiclecl waves can be usecl to gen-

erate a large number of data points in a given fï'equency range.

2' The velocity of guided waves is very sensitive to the material properties of the

plate.

3. The velocity of guided \Ã/aves can be rneasured accurately as a function of fre-

quency.

This thesis is concerued with the study of guiclecl waves in laminatecl composite

plates. In the ensuing section, a concise revier,v of literature relatecl to theoretical

analysis ancl numerical moclelling of these wâves pertaining to the thesis topic is

presented.

1 .3 Literature revieu/

The study of wave phenomena in laminated cornposite plates can be categorized as

analysis of wave propagation in the plates ancl investigation of wave scattering bv
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inhomogenities. Dispersion characteristics of guided waves are important to under-

stancl wave propagation ploperties. Numerical algorithms are requirecl to study the

wave scattering phenomena. In this section, the literature survey is focusscd on the

stucly of dispersion relations and nurnerical modelling.

1.3.1 Dispersion relation

In order to exploit guidecl \Maves in ultrasonic testing for laminated plates, disper'-

sion characteristics of these waves need to be understood. Dispersion characteristics

of guided waves in an undamaged laminatecl composite plate are affected by many

factors, the most important of which are: interfaces, fiber orientation in each lamina,

number of layers, and effective material properties of each lamina.

The clispersion equation for a homogeneous isotropic plate was stucìiecl extensively

by lVlindliri [2] . Nayfeh ancl Chimenti [3] reviewecl the literature ancl presentecl results

for the dispelsion of Lamb waves in a homogeneous anisotropic plate. Baylis and

Green 14, 5] and Baylis [6] investigated analytical clispersion equations f'or two- or

three-layer transvelsely isotropic plates.

Several approximate theories have been proposed to derive the dispersion relations

in the f'orm of generalizecl eigenvalue problems. The common ones are plate theories.

A list of references on various refìned plate theories can be f'ound in [7,8]. HoweveL,

plate theories clo not provicle very accur¿lte eigenvalues fol r,v¿rve velocities.

Dorrg and Ìris co-workers 19, 10, 11] presented a Rayleigh-Ritz type apploxima-

tion based stiffness method to analyze the wave propagation in lamiriated composite

plates. In this rnethod, tire plate is discletized in tire thickness directiorr with subdi-

vision into rnathcmatical subla¡'ç¡s. Quaclratic intclpolation polynornials ale usecl to

approximate the displacement variation in the thickness direction. Datta et al. [12]

presented âÌ apploximate stiffness method applicable to a layered anisotl'opic plate
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with an arbitrary number of layers. In their analysis, the continuity of both dis-

placements and tractions ale maintained. Karunasena et al. [13] made a systematic

investigation of the effect of increasing the number of laminae on the clispersion of

waves in a nultilayeled plate. For fulther references on previous studies of guicled

wave clispersion, the reader is referred to [14].

L.3.2 Numerical modelling

Ultrasonic testing technique relies on the information carried by the scattering waves.

Nlany references on earlier work on problems of wave scattering by fla',vs are included

in [15]. The edited volume of Datta et al. [14] is a good source of reference on recent

works on this subject. Rokhlin [16, 17] analyzed the scattering of Lamb waves by

a crack parallel to the surface of an isotropic plate using the modified \Miener-Hopf

technique and the method of multiple diffractions. Tan and Auld [18] investigated the

scattering of Lamb wâves by a crack normal to the surface of an isotropic plate using

the normal rnode variation methocl. The application of these methods is extremely

difficult, if not impossible, for flaws of arbitrary shape.

L.3.2.t Hybrid method

Shali et al. [19] and Wong [20] plesentecl a hybrid urethod combining an analyti-

cal proceclure r,vith a finite elernent rnodelling to study the scatteling of horizontally

polarized shear waves (SH waves) by arbitlalily shaped cracks and cavities in an

isotropic half-space. Abduljabbar- et al. [21] extended tliis hybrid method to ana-

Iyze the scattering of SH waves in isotropic plates. Koshiba et al. [22] applied this

tcchniquc to scattering of Lamb \r¡avcs in isotropic platcs. Paskaramoorthy et al. [23]

employed the þbrid method to investigate scattering of slow flexural waves by cracks

in isotlopic plates. The hyblid nrethocl was also used by Bratton et aI. lzal to study
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the plarre-strain wave scattering by a normal surfäce-br-eaking crack in a hornogeneous

(uniaxial) fiber-reinforced composite plate. In all these studies, the inciclent wave is

assumecl as a sirrgle \Mâve emanating from infinity.

Ju ancl Datta [25] ancì Datta et al. 126] investigated scattering of Lamb waves,

bv using a hybrid methocl combining the finite element discretization of the near'-

field with boundary integral representation of the field outside a contour completely

enclosing the crack. Bond [27] reviewecl various applicable numerical techniques fol

a wave scattering problem, and recommended that the family of boundary methods

ar-e well suited for scattering by various clefècts.

L.3.2.2 Boundary element method

Two of the popular numerical methocls which are used to perforrn the elastic stress

analysis are the finite element rnethod (FEM) and the boundaly element methocl

(BEM). The main disadvantage of the FENI is that a clomain cliscretization is requirecl

to perform the analysis. The boundary element method involves discretization only

of the bounclary of the structure and the governing clifferential equation is solvecl

analytically in the interior, leading to gleater accuracy. However, the BEM generally

leads to â nonsymntetric, f'ullv populated system of equations, unlike the FEI\4 r,vhicll

yields a symmetric, bancled system of equations.

In the analysis of problerns r,vitir cLacks, the bounclary element urethocl is par'-

ticulally ¿rttractir¡e. The clifficulties in FtrlVI plimalily stem fi'our the stless ficlcl

singr.rlarity ahcacl of the crack. Accurate approximation of the singular behavio¡

clemancls highly rcfinecl cliscretization ancl specializecl clack treatmcnt. leacling to a

costlv calculation. Nloreover, a changing crack profile, as any problern which involves

changing boundaries, requires that the discretization be redone at each step. lVork-

ing solely with function values on the domain boundary, BENI shoulcl be able to
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avoid the interior singularity and, theref'ore, circumvent these clifficulties. Hor,vever,

since the boundaly integrals involve singular kernels, the integrations have to be per-

f'ormed very caref'ully and the overall accuracy of the BENI is largely clepenclent on

the precision with which the various integrals are evaluated.

Nlluch resealch has been done and several techniques have been suggestecl to hanclle

the singular integr-als. A set of weighted Gaussian formulae [28] has been establishecl

to calculate the singular integrals. Degenerated co-ordinate transformation technique

was applied by Lachat and Watson [29] to cornpute the weakly singular integrals and

also the rigid body movernent technique suggested by Cruse [30] was usecl to evalu-

ate the Cauchy Principal Value (CPV) singular integrals indirectly. Semi-analytical

method, wherein using asymptotic expansion of the kernel function with respect to

the local co-orclinates such that the singular part can be subtractecl out ancl inte-

glated analytically, \Mas suggested by Guiggiani [31]. A leview of these tec]miques

can be found in [32].

As is known, the clirect boundary element method for a crack geometry fails: the

discletization of the whole dornain boundary, including both clack surfaces, yielcls a

singular system of equations [33]. This follows from the observation t]rat the integral

equations generated by a pair of corresponding nodes on either sicle of the crack (i.e.

occupying the same position in the space) ale iclentical. Sevelal stlategies have been

proposed f'or the bounclary element analysis of crack problems. These methocls inclucle

representing the ct'ack as a notch, syrnuretric crack modelling, use of special Green's

functions, and flat crack modelling. Representing tire crack as a notch or replacing

the clack plane with synulretry boundary conditiorm, i.e. syrnmetric crack moclelling,

rerloves the singuiarity in the algebraic system of equations [3a]. It is, however, lirn-

itcd to symnetric crack problerns. Reprcscnting thc crack as a notch increases thc

rnodelling error due to the notch opening. The special Green's function approach [35]

possesses the advantages that crack geometry and crack tip singulalities are fully
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embedcled; no modelling of the crack surface is requirecl. The clisaclvantage is that

this approach works only for special cases since it requiles quite a lot of preliminary

analytic'work to find the necessary Green's functions. Flat crack moclelling [36] repre-

sents the clisplacements along the crack surface as the relative clisplacernent between

the tr,vo crack surfaces. This scheme has t¡,vo critical deficiencies as a mathematical

moclel for cracl< geometries, i.e. non-uniqueness of the bounclary integral equation

lesulting from crack surface loading and the problem of two displacement variables

along the crack. An extensive discussion of these rnodelling techniques is given by

Cruse[33].

The most common genet'al purpose, direct boundary element technique for treating

cracks has been the multidomain approach [37]. Tiris method decomposes the domain

into subregions without cracks; the boundary element equations for each subregion,

together with the conditions of compatibility of clisplacernents and equilibrium of

tractions âcross the fictitious boundaries, yield sufficient number of equations to solve

the problern.

Nlany efforts have been devotecl to evaluate the hypersingular integrals [3S, Bg]

arising from the adclitional irrtegral equation which expresses the bounclaly conclition

on the crack surface. Recently, a numbel of papers have viewed these integrals in

a difl'erent Inantìer, utilizing what is basically a regularization proceclure to subtract

out the most singular terms [40]. A brief review of the tec]rniques to evaluate the

hypersingular integlals was given bv Huang and Cruse [32].

In the conventional application of the BEM, the Green's functions are full space

fundamental solutions. Most of the techniques to evaluate the singular integrals are

basecl on the explicit. analytical expressions of the clisplacements ancl stresses as

- lnt" ancl - l'-l in two climensiotts, and as - ?"-l ancl - r-2 il three climensions.

respectively, with r being the clistance between the source and field points.
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When the BENI is applied Io analyze the wave scattering problem in laminatecl

composites, the application of the f'ull space Green's function is, if not impossible,

extremely difficult [41]. It is not only because of the complexity in cliscretizing the

interfaces between the cliffelent layers, but also because of the clifficulties in cleriving

the explicit expression for the fundamental solution for infinite anisotropic meclia. It
is clucial to clerive Green's f'unctions for larninated composite plates in the boundar.y

element analysis of wave scattering.

Gleen's functions for isotropic plates have been extensively stuclied in the past.

Refèrences to early literature can be found in 1421.

A wavenumber integral technique using a quadrature scheme was clevelopecl bv Xu

and Mal [43, 44]. Recently Mal and Lih [45] have presentecl a wavenumber integral

technique to study the waves in a composite plate due to a concentratecl loacl. As

discussecl by them, this is a fairly time consuming process, even for a single lamina.

Nlost of the stuclies deait with two dirnensional problems (plane strain or plane

stress). Ceranoglu and Pao 146], Weaver and Pao[a7] stucliecl the clynarnic responses

of isotropic plates to a vertical load where the axisymmetric conclition holcls. Three

dirnensional transient solution has been discussed by Vasuclevan ancl NIal [48] , Liu

et al. [49].

Hor,vever, to the best of the author's knowleclge, no efficient rnethocl to compute

the three-climensional Gleen's function has been yet publishecl.

When the Gleen's f'unctions f'ol larninated cornposites are usecl in BEIVI, all the es-

tablished techniques based on tlte analytical expressiorrs of clisplzrcenrents ¿urcl stresses

to evaluate the siugularl intcglals fail. The rigicl bocly urovement technique r,vhich was

cleveloped for static probletn to evaluate the CPV integrals also fails since the clisplace-

ment Green's functions for the laminated plates are singular at zero frequency [b0].

No method has been reported to evaluate both the'uveakly ancl CPV singulal integlals

10
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I'vhen the Green's functions cannot be expressed in analytical, closecl f'orm.

L.4 An overvie\ / of the present study

The objective of the present study is to investigate propagation ancl scattering of

guided wâves in laminated composite plates with palticular reference to cleveloping

algorithrn for direct problem (not inverse) of flaw detection. The analysis is basecl on

the assumption that the lateral dimensions of the plate are very large in comparison

to the thickness of the plate. Of interest are the theoretical analysis ancl numerical

studies of the plane-strain elastodynamic Green's functions of, ancl wave scattering

by cracks or inhomogeneities in, laminated composite plates; three-climensional wave

propagation in laminated composite plates; and three-dimensional wave scattering in

isotropic plates.

L.4.1 \Mave propagation and Green,s functions

Two models of wave propagation iu laminated composite plates âre presentecl in this

study. The analytical formulation is employed for plane-strain analysis of laminatecl

composite plates and axisymrnetric analysis of isotropic plates. A R.avleigh-Ritz type

approximation basecl stiffness rnethod is usecl for both two- and three-climensionai

an¿rlyses.

Based on the analytical forrnulation, a method is developecl to cornpute the plane-

strain elastodynantic Green's functions due to line loads in larninated cornposite plates

by expressing thern in terms of the guided wave mocles. As is known, the nurnerical

mcthocls basecl on thc clirect implementation of thc matlix mcthocl becomc unstablct

at high frequencies. To circumvent this difficulty, a moclification of the matrix formu-

lation as discussed by Dunkin [51] fol isotlopic rnaterial is ernployecl ancl extelclecl f'ol

11
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anisotropic material. It is shown that accurate computation of the Green's functions

can be made both in the near and far fields by keeping not only the propagating

mocles, but also the non-propagating ancl evanescent mocles, in the wave function

expansion. Accuracy of the solution is assured by satisfaction of the energy conset-

vation. In the stiffness method, the dispersion relation is obtained as a standarcl

eigenvalue problem. The orthogonalitv relations of the lefT ancl light eigenvectors

are usecl together with the modal surnmation technique to construct the plane-strain

Green's functions.

The circular-crested v/âve propagation in an isotropic plate is stuclied by the an-

alytical formulation. The dynamic response of the plate to a vertical point loacl is

obtained by a hybrid method which combines the finite element representation ancl

wave function expansion. Also, it is shown that the three-dimensional wave propâ-

gation ploblem in the isotropic plate czrn be decomposed into a series of plane-strail

and antiplane wave problems. The three-climensional elastodynamic Green's function

is obtained in a modal summation forrn.

With the confidence from the analysis of three-dimensional wave propagation in

isotropic plates, we investigate the three-dimensional wave phenomena in laminatecl

composite plates. It is illustrated that the three-dimensional wave propagation pr-ob-

lem in a laminatecl composite plate is composed of a series of two-clirnensional wave

problems. Based on the stiftness method and modal summation technique, Green's

f'unctions are obtained in a double surnrnation fornr r,vith respect to wave travelling

clirections ancl wavenumbers.

L.4.2 'Wave scattering

A hybrid method is employed to investigate the time-harmonic plane-strain wave

scattering problem in laminated composite plates. The method incorporates finite

L2
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element formulation in a bounded interior region which contains all the flar,vs with a
rnoclal representation in the exterior region. Continuity conditions for the clisplace-

ments and forces are irnposed at the nodes lying along the bounclaries betwee' the

two regions. This results in a system of linear algebr-aic equations which is solvecl for

the unknown modal amplitudes.

The boundary element method is appliecl to investigate the plane-strain r,vave

scattering by cracks in laminatecl composite plates. A new technique is clevelopecl to

evaluate the Cauchy Principal Value integrals ancl weakly si¡gular integrals involvecl

in the boundary integral equations. Numerical computations have shown the accu-

racy and reliability of the proposed technique. This technique, illustratecl through

two-dimensional examples, is extendecl to three-climesional analysis. To circumvent

the difficulties associatecl with the evaluation of hypersingular integrals clue to the

presence of cracks, the multidomain technique is acloptecl.

1.5 Organization of the thesis

This thesis is mainly concelned with the investigation of propagation ancl scatteri'g
of guiclecl wâves in laminated composite plates. An a¡alytical formulation ancl an

approximate model âl'e presented in Chapter 2 to derive the clispersion relations and

to construct the plane-strain elastodynamic Green's functio¡s. The hybrid method

and boundary element methocl to analyze the plane-strain wave scattering problem

are presented in Chapter 3. The study of three-climensional \Mave propagation ancl

scattering by flaws in isotropic plates is presentecl in Chapter 4. The concepts ancl

proceclures describecl in Chapter 4 are extenclecl in Chapter 5 to construct the three-

clitrtetlsicltlal Gl'eett's fïnctions f'ol laruinatecl cornposite plates. Fi¡ally, conclusio's

and some recommendations for further stucly are outiined in Chapter 6.

13
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Figure 1'1: schematic diagram of ultrasonic flaw detector.



Chapter 2

Plane-strain Green's F\rnctions

2.7 General

The clerivation of time-harrnouic plane-strain Green's functions of larninatecl com-
posite plates is consiclered in this chapter. As me'tionecl i' chapter 1, two moclels
are clevelopecl: analytical f'ormulation ancl Rayleigh-Ritz type approximation basecl
stiffness rnethocl' In the arralytical formulation, a moclifiecl propagator matrix ap-
proach is exploitecl to establish tile freque'cy equation of the plate. Analytical wave
f'unctions are ernplovecl together r,vith the symmetric/antisyrnmetric co'clitio's alo'g
the loaded section of the plate to constluct the Green's functions. In the stiffness
method, the displacentents âl'e apploxirnatecl by the i'te'polation of cliscrete .oclal
(i'te.f'ace) values' Foutiet'integral transfo.rns a'e employed to obtai' gove.ning equa-
tions i' 'uvavenumber clornain. The fi'equency equation of the plate is forrlulated ilr
the fornl of a stanclarcl algebraic cigcnvalue p'oble'r. The orthogonality properties
of the right ancl lefT eige'vectors are em¡:lovecl to construct the Green,s f.u'ctions
through a moclal summation technique.

The accut'acv of the inetltocls is dernonstlatecl by compar.ing the results wit¡ those

l5
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from wavenumber integral method for an isotropic plate. Numerical results f'or mul-

tilayed composite plates are also presented.

2.2 Description of the problem

Consider a laminated composite plate as shown in Figure 2.1. It is assumecl to be

composed of perfectly boncled laminae (layers) with possibly clistinct rnechanical prop-

erties and thicknesses. For sirnplicity, it will be assumecl that each layer is o'thotropic

with symmetrv axes parallel to the global coorclinate axes (see Figure 2.I) r, y (not

shown) and z. Plane strain deformation in the plane of. rz wiII be considerecl hele. To

obtain the displacements at any point due to a unit loacl acting at a point in either

the z or z direction each layer will be clividecl into several sub-layers so that the total
nurnber of sub-layers through the thickness 2J7 is .Äú.

FREE SURFACE
INTERFACE

NUMBER
_1

Figure 2.1: Configul'ation of a laminatecl compositc plate
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2.3 Governing equations

Consider the zth sub-layer bounded by z: z¿ and z: zi+t The strain-displacement

rclation is given by

{e} : L.t

where

uT : {u, w)

'¿.¿ and w ate displercements in r and z directions, respectively,

L,:l& o e1
f o & *)

ancl

(2.r)

77

(2 2)

(2 3)

{e}r : {er* €zz e,"r} (2 4)

where e¿¡ is the strain component. The stless-strain relation in this sub-layer is given

by

D{.} (2 5)

where
Dt'¿

D'¿s

0

(2 6)

and

{o}T : {o* ozz o"r} (27)

wlrere o¿y is the stress component; D¿¡ is an element of the constitutive matrix D for

the sub-layer.

The equations of harmonic motion in frequcncy clomain can be expressed in terms

of displacements u,(r, z) and w(r, z) as

D,,#;+ D*#* (D,¡ ¡ Dss)#*0. : -pu2tt

:l
,rrl

oj:

Dn

Dn

0

D-
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CIl : A¡cosr"1z * Aps'inr¡z,

f)l : Apcosr'1l - A¡s'i'nr1z,

CIt : A21cos1"2z I A22s'inr'22,

A; : A22cosr2z - A2ys'im"2z

18

o*# + D*#r (D,, ¡ Dss)#*u" : -pu2w (2 8)

whet'e b, and b" are body forces in z and z directions, respectively, p the mass density,

and ø the circular fi'equency.

2.4 Wave function expansion method

In this section, the analytical frequency equation is clerivecl based on a modified

propagator matrix apploach, ancl Green's functions are obtainecl by applying the

symmetric/antisymmetric conditions along the loacled section of the plate.

2.4.L Wave functions

The appropriate solution to the homogeneous equation from (2.8) are:

LL : jk(çt[ *bù[)eik",

w: (ar1Ì¡+r2D;)eik" (2 s)

whele ¡:t/1,and

(2 10)

a: (ki-ak2-rl)16rl,

t) - (k3 - k2 - prl)16k2 (2.r1)

a: #"; 
-o :'å, r,: ,Æ, 6 : r. "å e.n)
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ri and 12 àre the roots of the equation

lr2 + ak2 - k| 612

I tr, k, - kg + ß,',
(2.13)

An, An, A21and A22 are the arbitrary constants for the sub-layer. Stress and displace-

rnent components of the sub-layer can be expressecl in terrns of these foul unknown

constants. Evaluating the stresses and displacements at z : zi. and z : zi+7, after

some rnanipulations, the following relation can be obtained:

Q¿+t : [Pn]Qn (2.r4)

where

Qot : (rr 'ID¿ ozzi o"t¿) .

19

-0

The vector Q¿, r,vhich is unknown yet, represents tire displacement and stress compo-

nents at z : z¿; and [4] is the propagator matrix for the zth sub-layer. The elements

of [Po] ale given in [52].

The global propagator matrix [P] for the entir-e plate is obtained by the repeated

application of equation (2.I\ as

(2.15)

(2.16)Q,v+r : [P]Qt

.',vhere

[,p] : [p¡r][pnr_,] . . lnl lpr)tprl. (2.17)

The repeated application of equation (2.14) ensures continuity of the displace-

rttent cornponcnts '¿¿ ancl ur, ancl stless components or, ãncl or*, ¿rt the f¿rces bctlvecn

sublayers. Denoting the elements of the 4by 4 matrix [P] bV P*n (m,n:7,2,3,4)
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and invoking the zero traction conditions at faces 1 and (,n/ + 1), the following can

be obtained from equation (2.16):

Note that there is as yet no external load acting on the plate. The dispersion

equation (frequency equation) for the plate is obtained by setting the cleterminant of

the coefficient matrix to zero as

[ä, ?^"]{;l }:{:} (2.18)

-0. (2 1e)

o 
"rirr¿)

(2.22)

eigenvector at the ith interface.

propagating, non-propagating or

or cornplex À;r,r.

Let IVI be the total number of modes to be used in the modal expansion of Q¿

and k* be the rnth root of equation (2.19). T\'action free conclitions at face 1 and

equation (2.18) give the components of the nzth eigenvector at face 1, as

QT- : ( 1, -PxlPsz, 0, 0 ) (2.20)

Í(u,lc):
Pv Pzz

P¿t Pn

Then, applying equation (2.14)

can be obtained as

Q; : (QI",

where

Qlr, : (r,rorr, 'tt)¿nr, ozzir¡,t

'l.L¡,y¡1,,'11)¿7¡r,O72¿yn, 2)"11d Azr¿m Afe COmpOnentS Of fntlf

It ma¡' be notecl that Q¿r,, can be associated r,vith

evanescent modes corresponding to real, imaginary

at successive interfaces, the r¿th mode eigenvector

QIr*r1," ) (2.21)
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2.4.2 Numerical difficulties at high frequencies

Two nurnelical clifficulties encountered by Dunkin [51] for isotropic material also arise

here in the high frequency region. The first involves evaluation of the roots of equation

(2.i9), while the second is concerned with the computing of eigenvectors according to

ecluation (2.14).It is known that the dispersion equation (2.19) can be rnanipulatecl

in tlre f'orm (a - U)f , where f are ploducts of like trigonometric functions (which

are s'in2r¡h¿, s'inr"¡h¿cosr¡h¿, cos2r"¡h¿, j : 1,2, h¿ is the thickness of eth sub-layer)

which may become very large at high frequencies. Analytically ø and ó are eclual, but

in numerical calculations small loundofi errors in a, b rnay be sufficiently magnifiecl

by their large multiplier to dominate the results. In orcler to avoid the numerical

difficulties, a modification of the matrix formulation which was first introducecl by

Dunkin [51] is adoptecl here. In this method, a 6 x 6 clelta matrix [A^] containing all

2 x 2 subdeterminants of the 4 x 4 matrix [A] is constlucted so that the elements of

[,4^] are related to those of [A] through

A!*n: A?rg : AprAq, - AprAq, (2.23)

where tlre paired indices pQ, I"s take on the values 12,73,I4,23,24,34 corresponding to

the values of. m or n: I,2,3,4,5,6. It can be easily velified that for matrix [P] in

eqlrâtron l'2.1 1 ):

[Po] : [Pr"][P,+_,] tP,"l [p,"l (2.24)

Explessions for the elements of [Po^] (given in the Appenclix A) shor,v that the sub-

cieterrninants of the propagator rnatrix do not sufl'el fi'orn the difficulties associatecl

'uvitlr P¿r. Using equations (2.23) a:;.rl (2.24), thc clispelsion lelation (2.19) can be

rcr,vritten as:

Pâ:o' (2.25)

Therefore the numerical difficulties involved in satisfying the dispersion relation are

avoided by rnaking use of the algebraic expression f'ol the subdetelrninants of the [P¿]

27



Prn : smktkr¿ (2.26)

where P,,,,-is the element of [P] in equation (2.17), and

i. ,i-7 ILmn : PmaPab ...Prnt

sn¿n : pf""plo-t...p'.Irt Q.27)

pL,is element of [n] Then equâtions (2.I4) ancl (2.20) give:

1

Q¿+r : *tnllP,-,1 tP'lQ (2.28)
32

where

Qt:(Pur, -Px, 0, 0). (2.2g)

Using equations (2.26) and (2.27) in (2.28), one finds:

^1
Q¿+t,o: fi(t"ttsatuz - 

t62ss6t61) (2.30)

that is:

Q¿+t 
1 ¡ott,": 4ssutlu2 Q.3I)

r,vhcrc Qo+t,o is the ¿th elernent of Q¿¡1. Then the mode vectols can be cornputecl

according to equation (2.31) without precision problems since they have nonzero

coefficients.
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as the basis of calculation.

The next task is the calculation of the mocle vectors. Filst we clefine

2.4.3 Amplitude coefficients of Greents functions

The displacement vector e", ât arbitrary r ) 0, can be approximated by the modal

surn of a finite nurnbel of rnodes fuI in the f'oun

luI

o" : 
Æ, 

A*q*sib-" (2.32)
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where A* is the amplitude of rnth mode,

ql: (ur*, ...t 'ui,rn,..., LLlN¡t¡rnt 'trlrnt ...) 'lt)int,..., w(N+r)m ) (2.33)

It may be noted that the displacement elements in (2.33) are arranged accorcling

to tlre order of degree of freedom,'i.e., the displacements in r-direction first, then the

dispiacements in z-direction.

The force vector f* aI r ) 0 can be expressed as

XT

f": I Arrf*eih-'
m,:1

where

#:(frt*, ...' fnim,...' fuQv+t)rn,fznr, ...' fri*,..., frev+t)m ), (2.35)

f¡¿v¿ and f ,¿p are the fbrce shape modes r-epresenting r and z clirection forces at

zth interface formed using the constitutive equation and the consistent load vector

f'ornrulation [53]. The explicit f'orm of f*¿r, and f2¿p cail be founcl in [b2].

The displacement field at r : 0 is obtained as

qo: [E]A (2.36)

where

tEl : I qt, 92, ..., e¡¿ ]

4t : (Ar, Az, ..., A¡¡) (2.37)

[E] is a 2(N + 1) bV M matrix, A is a vector with dimension ì21.

Tlre f'orce vector at x: :0 can be f'ortred as

(2.34)

fo : [F]A (2.38)
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whele

[F'] : [f1, fz, ..., fm) (2.3e)

is a r-ectangular matrix of size 2(N + 7) by IVL

Suppose a concentrated load acts at point (0,r0), and let tr denote the interface

numbet' ¿l,t which the load acts. For a z direction unit load, we have symmetric

conditions',vith respect to vertical plane r:0 (Figure 2.2):

qä' : (0, 0, ...i 0, 'ti)rt 'u)2¡ ...,'ui, ... j ul¡r+r ) ,

ffr : ( frr, ---1 fr¿, .'., ./'(¡¡+l), 0, ..., 0, 112, ..., 0 ) (2.40)

where f,¿ is the fbrce in the r clilection at ?th interface at r:0, and 712 is located

at the (1/ + i + L)th row of fs.

24

Figure 2.2: Symrnetricr conclition about lo¿rdecl section

Equations (2.36) and (2.38) can be written as follows accorcling to equation (2.40),

lÛrt Errf tol
lu^ ",,)o: Loo, ) tz +tl

iF,, 
F.,l lrn, I

lF^ orr)o: Lru, I Q'42)

where lÐ¡¡land[F¿¡] (¿, j:7,2) are (¡/+1) by IVI matrices,0, eoz andfe¿ (i:7,2)
ale (lV -F 1) dirnensional vectors.
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By cornbining- the first half of equation Q.aI) and second half of equation (??),

we obtain:

[r1]A: r

I8,, E,zf to.l
tøl :lø, ,,",)t':L*,]

(2.43)

where

(2.44)

By applying the principle of virtual clisplacement, the amplitude coefficients can

be obtained as:

whele

A: [[F-]'[H]l-'[ã-]"

l-Ft Ft l
[H-): ln^ Err)

(2.45)

(2.47)

(2.46)

and overbar refers to the complex conjugate.

Applying similar procedure to r-direction unit load, we obtain vector A from

equation (2.45) by replacing

': fl'],r"r :l?,', l,',f,u-,:1";', ";l

Once the amplitudes, A*, are known, the displacement and stress fielcl any,,vliere in

tlre plate (Green's f'unctions) can be cornputed using equation (2.32) and constitutive

relations. Thus, for a fixed location of source point, evaluation of the Green's functions

is a matter. of sumrnation of series, and the numerical clifficulties associated with the

infinite wavenurnber integrals are avoided.

2.4.4 Numerical aspect

Wavenumbel determination
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For a fixecl value of the frequency u, Í(a,k) in equation (2.19) (or (2.25)) is a

transcendental function of the wavenurnber, k. There are three different kinds of

roots: real, irnaginary ancl complex. The real roots represent the propagating modes

which clominate the dynamic response of the plate. The imaginary and complex

roots represent nonpropagating and evanescent modes, respectively, and these modes

decay with r. As reported by Gregory and Gladwell [54], the admissible Å; are those

real roots r,vith positive group velocity and those non-r'eal roots with Im(k) > 0.

These conditions ensure that the \Maves procluce bounded displacernent and stress field

throughout the plate f'or waves travelling in positive r direction. Muller's method [55]

is employed here. At first, the plate is divided into a sufficiently large number of sub-

layers and the approximate roots are obtained via Dong's method [11] as illustrated

in the next section. Those approximate roots are used as initial guesses in Muller's

method to accurately deterrnine the exact roots.

Assessment of numerical accuracy

Energv is carried onlv by the propagating modes. The time-averaged value of the

energy flux associated with the rnth propagating mode through the plate closs section

is given bv

I*: ulA*l2Im[f], q-]

where overbar represents complex conjugate.

(2.48)

The input energy due to the unit loacl is

Iin : almlq] (2.4s)

of the unit loacl.r,vherc q is the clisplacement of the loacling point in the clirection

Let us clefine the percentage error in energt' balance. e , as

26
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where Mo is the total number of propagating modes. The principle of energy conser-

vation requires that e should be zero. This condition is used to assess the numerical

accuracy of our analysis.

2.5 Rayleigh-Ritz type approximation approach

A Rayleigh-Ritz type approximation based stiffness rlethod was presentecl by Dong

ancl his co-workers [9, 10, 11] for'\Mave propagation analysis in laminated anisotropic

meclia. In this technique, valiations of the displacements along thickness are approx-

imated by quadratic functions of a thickness variable. The gener alizerl coordinates

in this representation are the displacements at the top, middle, ancl bottom of each

mathematical layer (sub-laver). The frequency equation of the plate is formulatecl in

the form of an eigenvalue problem. The orthogonality ploperties of the eigenvectors

are appliecl to constt'uct the Gr-een's functions through a moclal summation technique.

2.5.L Approximate governing equations

The stiffness method starts with dividing each layer into several sublayers so that

the total number of stiblayers thlough the thicl<ness of the plate is ,n/. By r-rsing the

interpolation polynomials in the z direction, the displacernent components in a typical

sub-layel r,vith thickness h can be approxirnertecl as

u : N(()q(z)

where N is the shape function matrix given bv

(2.51)

N : [(1 - 3( + 2(2)r 4(( - C\r Qe' - Òrl (2.52)
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and

o
./J

\h'

In the above, I is a 2by 2 identity matrix, Z is a local coordinate originating at the

top of the sub-layer, while q is the displacement vector at Z : 0, hl2 and h as follows:

q" : (qr ú, qi ) (2.53)

where

,[ : (tr, 'w)¿ (i,:t,m,b) (2.54)

t,m and b represent top, middle and bottom surfaces of the sub-layer, respectively.

The approximate equation of motion for the sub-layer is obtained by following

conventional finite element analysis procedure as:

¡ : (-a2rn+ k)q (2.b5)

where

k: -kr * *Lr* n t, (2.56)clT' cllx

matrices m and k¿, (i, : I,2,3) are mâss matrix ancl stiffness matrices [9]. The vector

f is a f'orce vectol given by

f :r * lo"Nrbdz (2.57)

t is the external traction vector-; b is the bocly force vector.

The governing equation for the entire plate is obtainecl by summation over all the

sublayers as:

F : (K - r'M)e (2.b8)

where

K: -Kr # "Kr#* 
K¡ (2.be)

28
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the matrices M and K¿(e : L,2,3) are the results of overlapping the contributions of

m and ko(i, : 7,2,3) for neighbouring sublayers, respectively. The vectors Q and F

represent the noclal displacements ancl tractions, respectively. The dimensions of Q
andF arcAI,andt]resizesofmatricesMandKare IVIby izl,where IVI:2x(2,n/+1).

Note that the matrices M, K1, ancl K3 are symmetric, r,vhereas K2 is antisymmetric.

Introcluce the Fourier integral transform with respect to r coordinate clefined as

[56]

f (Pr, r) : I:f (r, z)e-)k'ctr (2.60)

ancl the inverse formula defined by

f (*,,) -- + li¡f*,2)eik,cuc (2.61)

r,vhere À'is tlie tr-ansform parameter'.

The application of Fourier transf'orm to equation (2.58) results in the governing

equation in transformed wavenumber domain as:

g : (k2Kr - jkKz* Ks - rrM)Q

where F ancl Q ale the Fourier tlansforms of F ancl Q.

The above equation c¿rn be zrlrangecl in the folrn:

(2.62)

p:[A-kB]d (2.63)

r,vherc:

f o I 
I

L*i -¡x, l
:{o É}'PT

A- B-

Ot: 
{

(2.64)

(2.65)

[r o 
]

lo -x' J

1"a kaì
and

Kä:Ks-a2}l'4
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2.5.2 Eigenvalue Problem

When the external folce is zeLo, i,.e. F: 0, equation (2.62) gives

(k'Kr-jkKz+Kä)Q:o e.66)

A nolrtrivial solutiort can be obtained by setting the determinant of the coefficient

rnatrix to zero. This results in the clispersion relation to solve for the eigenvalues k.

In otlrer words, k for a given ø is found by treating equation (2.66) âs â seconcl orcler

eigenvalue problem about k.

According to equation (2.63), both the right and left eigenvalue equations are

obtained as:

[A-k-B]Õ*:o; o:iÞå[A-k*B] (2.67)

where tÞfi and ÞI; are light ancl lefT eigenvectors, respectively.

It is noted that equation (2.67) yields 2iVI eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The two

halfs decay in the tr-directions towards +oo [bZ].

The orthogonality condition of the right and left eigenvectors are:

OleOfl: Bn6,,,nl e:^Þ*: k,Bn6nn (2.6g)

where

2.5.3 Modal summation technique

Nloclal summation technique [58] is emploved here to obtain the soiution to equation

(2.63). Expressing d in terrns of the liglrt eigerlectoLs,

d:'f a*ø:, e.6s)
m:7

30

Bn: ofeof; rL,TrL: r,2,...,zlul

^ -[t 
n:*\

""'"-lo ,¡rrl
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substituting the above equation into (2.63) yields

2lvI

P: t a^l^- kBlÕ*.

iVlultiplying both sicles',vith Õf gives

2]VT

Õåp : Ð *,"[øt;A - koL"B]a*.
m:I

Applying orthogonality condition (2.68) to equation (2.TI) results in:

'u^: 
Ótiq

(k" - k)8"

The solution to (2.63) is obtained by substituting (2.72) into (2.69):

'Y o!"pøf-d:Iffi
The clisplacement in transfor-.¿ *ír.number clomain can be expressecl as:

31

(2.70)

(2.71)

(2 72)

(2.73)

(2 74)

where

(2.75)

2.5.4 Greents functions

Expressing F clue to a concentratecl unit loacl acting at point (0,ro) in the form:

F: Foó(z) (2.76)

r,vhere ó is the Dirac delta f'unction defined operationally by:

o: I ah2FÞ*1
' #, (k* - k)B*

eL: {A",,, A!,r} A*:{ ;j; }
QIi,,r,óIí,2,Õff, and iÞ/l;, have the sarne climension NI.

ll_¡øl',(") : /(o) (2 77)
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ancl F¡ is a constant vector representing the amplitude of the external force across

the thickness of the plate given by

Fot:(0 , 0, 1, 0 ... 0) (2.79)

The Fourier transform of F is:

DO¿4

F : [* Fs6(r)e-ik"c],r : Fo.
J -,n

Substituting the above equation into (2.74) gives

Q:i #+il

1 ¡m 'rt, ,þQ*r, 
eik* fl¡cQ(') : ; J-*Ð,&,.- k)B*- *

(2.7s)

(2.80)

wlrere ú : QL^zp.o.

Application of the inverse Fourier transform to equation (2.80) gives the displace-

ment in fiequency dornain as

where

(2.81)

It is notecl that in the above equation, tþ,Q*, and B* are inclependent of k. Applying

Cauchy's residue theorem [59], choosing the Jlul modes that propagate away from the

source, we obtain the displacement Green's function due to the unit point load as:

lvl

Q(") : I. A*q^sik"."
rn:l

., .:il'A^: -;; e,,,,: Õ*r

2.6 Numerical implementation

Three numelical examples are considered for illustration purposes. For brevity, only

results for a veltical load are presented in the following exarriples.

(2.82)

(2.s3)
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Example 2

Example 3
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Table 2.1: Elastic properties of 0' and 90" Graphite/Epoxy fibers (GPa)

clegrees Dn Dzz Dß Dss

00 160.73 13.92 6.44 7.07

90" 13.92 13.92 6.92 3.50

. a hornogeneous isotropic plate with Poisson's ratio u : I/3.

. - a single layer graphite/epoxy cross-ply laminated plate with fibers being

aligned with the r axis. The relevant elastic constants charactelizing the plate

material are: Dn : 160.73 GPa, Dss : 73.92 GPa, Dß : 6.44 GPa, and

Dss: 7.07 GPa. The clensity is 1.8 glcms.Thus, the longitudinal (cr) and

shear (c") wave speecls in the r-direction are 9.45mml¡-ts and I.98mmf ¡t,s,

respectively.

. - a 35-1ayer graphite/epoxy cross-ply larninated plate havin g 90" 10" I ... lg0" I
0"190"1... l0"l}{J. configuration. Niaterial properties are given in Table 2.1.

The 0" fibers are taken to be aligned with the z axis.

nondimensionlization Q: aHlc" is usecl for example 1, and f):
aHlll(D5ulò0") is used f'or examples 2 and 3.

In the first two examples, the concentrated loacl is supposed to be acting at

(0,H14), r,vhile in the thircl ex¿rurple. it is supposecl to be at (0, I6Hlg5).

Example 1

To illustratc the application of tcchniques presentccl abovc, lvc filst consicler the

Green's functions for an isotropic plate. The solution is compared with the results

obtained by wavenurrber integral technique developed by Xu arrd NIal [ a]. To apply

The frequencv
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the wavenumber integral technique some material dissipation must be assumecl. The

elastic constants (À and ¡;) and the longitudinal and shear wavenumbers ko and Å;",

respectively, v/ere taken to be frequency-clependent and contplex:

kr, : (7 + 0.5;j I Qr.)r l "r;
p: p"3/G+0.5j/eù2;

k. : (1 + 0.5j lQr)r1"",

), + 2¡.t: p"?/(1+ o.5j ler)2

Here Q¡, and Q.¡ are the quality factors r,vhich account for dissipation. Numerical

computations sho¡,v that at low frequencies, by choosing the typical values of these

quality factors as usecl by Xu and Mal in the wavenumber integrals, r'esults are in

very good agreement with those of our techniques.in both near and far regions. For

example, at f): 1, choosing Qt:200, and Qr:100, good agreement is obtained.

Figure 2.3 shows the vertical displacement along the top surface of the plate. In this

figure, RRS represents the Ravleigh-Ritz approxirnation based stiffness method, and

WNI represents wavenumber integral method.

As the frequency increases, however', their values must be adjusted in the wavenum-

ber integrals in order to obtain good results.

Figure 2.4 shows the vertical displacements at the top surface obtained by the

two methods when CI : 20. The dashed line in Figure 2.a@) shows the results from

the wavenumbel integral methocl (WNi) r,vith Qt : 200 and Qr : 100, r,vliile the

solid line shows the results fiorn the RRS. It is f'ound that the two lesults agree only

in tlre near field. Figure 2.4(b) shor,vs the lesults when Q" :2000 ¿l,nd 8r : 1000.

Goocl agreerttent is f'ound in both neal and fâr rcgions only after adjusting the cluality

factots. It rnery bc notecl that the choice of applopriate quality factols fol l¿rminated

plzr,tcs can pose consider'¿rble problerns.

Figures 2.5 ancl 2.6 shor,v thc clisplacerrcnt Glccn's function through the thickness

of the plate near and far from the source obtained by RRS, WNI and \ /FE (repre-

senting wave function expansion teclrniquc) f'or 0: 1 and fl - 20, respectively. Fol
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Figure 2.3: Vertical displacements along top surf'ace, l) : 1

f) : 1, the plate is dividecl into ten sublayers in the RRS method. Thirty modes,

which contain one symmetric and one antisymmetric propagating modes, are used irr

the wave function expansion method. For CI : 20, Q¡ and Q-¡ were chosen to be

2000 and 1000, respectively. The plate is divided into twenty sublayers in the RRS

rrrethod. Forty mocles, which contain ten symmetric and ten antisymmetric propa-

gating modes, ale used in the wave fhnction expansion. In this example le I was less

than 0.5%.

Example 2

The dispersion relation of the single layerecl plate is shown in Figure 2.7. In this

example we consicler the Gleen's functions for two normalized frequencies. f) : 1 ancl

10. Both the wave function expansion technique and Rayleigh-Ritz approximation

based stiffness method are employed. Figure 2.8 gives the displacements along the

35
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sections r:0.3H ¿ìndír:70H at f):1and0:10. It isseenthattheresults

fiom the two methods are in good agreements in both near and far fields, at low ancl

high frequencies.

Example 3

Figure 2.9 shows the dispersion lelation of the 35-layered cross-ply plate. Two

normalizecl frequencies, f): 1 and 10, are consiclered. Thele is one symmetric and one

antisymmetric propagating mode at f): 1 ancl six symmetric and seven antisymmetric

propagating mocles at 0 : 10.

For each frequency total numbel of forty modes âre used in the wave function

expansion technique. Figures 2.i0(a) and (b) show displacements at sections ø :
0.311 and n : IjH when f) : 1, and Figur-es 2.11(a) and (b) show the corresponding

lesults when CI : 10. The percentage error lel is less lhanlTo in the cases considered

fi'om wave function expansion technique. These figules show that at low frequencies

the motion is primarily vertical except neal the free surfaces of the plate. Figure 2.10

shows that lrn|wl is constant through the thickness at locations both near and far

fronr the source. Ref'w) on the other hand varies through the thickness in the near field

ancl is uniform in the far field. At high fi'equency, the clorninant component is still

vertical, but now thele is also a measurable horizontal component. It is interesting

to note the oscillations in the holizontal component in Figur-e 2.I7 are caused by the

larnination. They seem to be caused by the large difi'erences in the shear rnoclulus

D5s of. the adjacent layers (D55 of the 0o lamina is twice that of the 90' lamina).
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2.7 Concluding remarks

An analytical f'ormulation is employed to study the guidecl wave propagation in lam-

inated composite plates. The delta matrix formulation is developed to refine the

rnodes. A stiffrress method based on the through-thickness interpolation functions for

clisplacements has also been presentecl.

The Greert's fìrnctions for larninated plates are constlucted based on the two

models of wave propagation analysis. It is shown that the solution for the isotropic

plate agreed r,vell with the wavenumber integral results. In the latter case it was

necessal'y to choose frequency-dependent attenuation in order to get goocl results.

Results are presented also for uniaxial and multilayered composite plates.

Õt
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(b)

Figure 2.4: Verticai displacernents along top surfâce,

100; (b) 8" : 2000, Qr :1000.

Q :20. (a) Qr: 2oo, Qr:

38
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Figulc2.5: Verticaldisplacementsalongsections,f):1. (a)r:0.3H; (b) r:1011.
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Figure 2.6: Vertical displacements

n : l]H.
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Figure 2.7: The dispersion leiation of the singie layered plate
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Vertical displacement at x=0.3H
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Figure 2.9: The dispersion relation of the 35-iayered plate
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Figrrre 2.10: Displacements along sections for 35-layerecl plate, f) : 1. (a) r : 0.3H;

(b) z: 10f/.
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Chapter 3

Plane-strain \Mave Scattering

3.1 General

The need for ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques has motivatecl

much progress in the understanding of elastic wave scattering by defects in composite

structures, which are often in the forn of plates. It is extlemely difficult, if not

impossible, to obtaiu a general analytical solution for the complex wave intelaction

phenomenon occurring in a plate-flaw system. Therefore, it is necessary to resort to

lrurnelical ntethocls. The stucly of wave scattering problern can be categorizecl into:

1. the study of elastic wave propagation in unclamagecl media (incident field),

r,vlticir is typically represented bv the stucly of elastodynamic Gleen's functions,

as presented in Chapter 2;

2. the stucly of wave scattering clue to flaws in the meclia. which is the subject of

this Chapter.

Two rnodels are developed in this Chapter to study the wave scattering problems:

hybrid model and bounclary elernent rnodel. The hybrid method cornbines finite
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eiement formulation in a bounded interiol region of the plate with a wave function

expansion lepresentation in the exterior region. The flaw is assumecl to be contained in

the bouncled interior region. The two regions âre connectecl along vertical bounclalies.

Continuity conditions for the clisplacernents ancl interaction forces are imposed at the

finite element nocles lying on the bounclaries.

A generalized borindary element method is established to analyze the wave scat-

tering problem by clacks. The tirne-harnonic Green's ftrnctions for composite plates

obtained in Chapter 2 are employecl. A new technique is cleveloped to evaluate the

Caucþ Principal Value (CPV) and wealdy singular integrals involved in the bound-

ary integral equations. This technique is also extendecl to tleat the singular integrals

around corner points. To circumvent the difficulties arising from the presence of

cracks, a multidomain technique is incorporated. Numerical investigation shows that

the boundary element rnethocl is rnuch more efficient than the hybricl rnethod wherr

large cracks are involved.

3.2 Description of the problem

Time harrnonic wave scattering bv flaws (crack, clelamination or inclusion) in an

infinite laminated composite plate is considered. It is assumecl that the geornetry

of flaws and the incident loacl are inclependent of y coordinate. So, as shown in

Figrrre 3.1, a piane-strain wave motion in nz plane is generatecl. The methodologv

and formula established in Chapter 2 to compute Green's functions will be employed

here. The objective her-ein is to investigate the scattered field due to the existence of

flaws.

47
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Figure 3.1: Region clivision of a plate

3.3 Hybrid method

Tlie hyblid rnethod cotnbines finite elernent fornulation in a bounded interior region

of the plate with a wave function expansion representation in the exterior legion.

The hybrid method was called by Dong ancl his co-researchers as Global-Local Finite

Element Method (GLFEM) [60,61, 62]. The interior region consists of the flar,v and

a srnall region of the plate surr<>urrcling the flaw. The legions ale connectecl along

vertical boundaries B+ at :[: lrr, ancl B- àt r::r- as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.3.1 \Mave function expansion for exterior regions

In the exterior regions R+ ancl R-. the total wave fielcl consists of a scattered fielcl

and the incident fielcl. Using the r,vave functiorr leplesentation (Chapter 2) , the

displacernent vector of the scattered field, {S+}, in region R+ at arbitrar:y e can be

48
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written as
lvt

d:ÐALq,"exp(jk*r), ï)r+ (3 1)
n¿:1

where AI is the amplitucle of the rn-th scatterecl mocle in region R+; q- is the

displacement shape mocle r,vhich is arranged accorcling to the order of interface, rather

than the degree of fieedom as:

ú;: (rrrrn, 'u)Irn, ...) 'Llirn, 'lli,rn, , ...) 'u(lr+r)rn, u(N+l)nl ) (3 2)

Equation (3.1) gives the clisplacernent vector of scatterecl wave fielcl at the nodes

on the boundary B+ as

qì¡+ : G+^+ (3 3)

where

G+:lqr ez e-...... e¡¿] (34)

A+' : (Âr ^t Lh At ) (3 5)

lth : A[exp(jk*r+), Tn : 7,2, " ' , ]y'L (3 6)

The nodal force vector at the boundary B+ clue to scatteled field can be forrned

Pl1 : F+z\*, (3 7)

49

lvhere

Follor,ving a similar proceclure the clisplacement ancl force vectors ¿rt the bounclary B-

clue to scattered field can be expressed as

(3.8)

(3 e)q'B- : G-Â-; P"B- : F-z\'-.
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It can be shown tliat G- (F-) can simpiy be obtained

placing each r clirection displacement (force) component by

and

(3.10)

where

L,r: A*exp(jk-lr-l)

in which, A;, is the arnplitude of zn-th scatterecl mode in region R-

3.3.2 Finite element model of interior region

The interior region R is modelled by finite elements. The displacement vector, u, at

a point within a typical finite element, e, is interpolated fi'om the nodal displacement

vectoL, e", as

u: Nq" (3.11)

where N is shape function matrix [63].

The energy functional â (per unit length in g direction) takes the form

î :Ðl].1"{{ri'o{u} - pu2trrr)clAf - +[qlp' + aTPr] (3 12)

where D is the corlstitutive matrix, ancl

qT: (q,t qnr), Pl: (P,t Pnt) (3 13)

es and Ps âr'€, respectively, the nodal clisplacernent and interaction f'orce vectors

colresponding to the nodes lving on the boundaries (B+ arrcl B*), while q¡ and P¡

rcprcsent those r¡cctors cor:rcsponcling to the nocles ',vithin the illterior region; the

integral is over the area of element e and f" implies summation over all the finite

elernents; ancl ovelbar denotes complex conjugate.

50

from G+ (F+) aftel re-

the negative value of it;
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After the conventional assembly process in the finite element rriethod, equation

(3.I2) can be written as

51

where
^ lsrt Stols:Kr_u"}ifl:|. I (3.15)

Lso' Su¡l

In the above, K1 and Ma âre, respectively, the global stiffness ancl mass matrices of

the interior region.

The governing equation of the entire interior region can be obtained by minimizing

the energy functional as:

ó,ñ: óqïSqr - ôqlPr: 0

where ó implies first variation.

(3.16)

3.3.3 Global solution

The global solution is obtained by imposing the following continuity conditions on

clisplacenents and tracltions at the ntesh bouncla,ries:

a: 
]oTs * -;[qïp, * qrrPr]

q'Ë + q'n,

Pii + Pir

(qìi*t q"î-t); P',ït: (Pil*t Pïî-t)

(qå*t qå-r ) ; Pår : (Pfi*r På-t )

(3 14)

(3 17)

(3.18)

(3.1e)

Qn:

Pt" :

'uvltele

qîî'

qåt
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and superscript ?r¿indicates incident field. In equation (3.17), those quantities on the

lefi hancl sicle of the equal sign are fi'om the interior region while those on the right

hancl side ale from the exterior region.

Substituting equations (3.13) and (3.15) into (3.16), together with the incorpora-

tion of equation (3.17) r'esults in

52

ôqf lsrrqr + sre(qìi + qìr) - Pr]

+ óQf [snrqr + see(qü + qi]) - P'ål : o.

Above equation gives:

SrrÇt¡ * Stu(q'i + qb) - Pr : 0

GtlSsrqr + Sse(qìT + qi) - P',i] : o.

From equation (3.21) one obtains

qr : Su1P, - SutS,u(qË + qä)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

Substituting the above equation into (3.22) yields:

Gr(säBc - F)^: Gr(pü - ss¡s11pr - säuqìi) (3 24)

wherc

Sås:SnB-Sg¡S¡1S18, (3 25)

(3.26)

(3.27)Àr : (^-t 
^+r 

) .

In tlie above, P$ and qf can be computed fiom application of Green's f'unctions.

Nolv that Â is knor,vn, thc scattcrcd ficlcl can bc clctclnlincd by cquation (3.1)

l-c- ol l-r'- olG:l l, F:l I

lo c*l lo Fn_l
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3.4 Boundary element method

The boundary element method (BEIVI) also knor,vn as the boundary integral equa-

tion (BIE) method has been firmly established in many engineering cliscipiines as

an altelnative numerical technique to the finite elernent method. The attraction of

BtriU can be largely attributed to the recluction in the dimensionality of the prob-

lem; for two-dimensional ploblerns, only the line-bourrdary of the domain neecls to

be discretized into elements and for three-dimensional problerns only the surf'ace of

the domaiu neecls to be discretized. This means that, compared to a FENI domain

type arralysis, a boundary analysis results in a substantial reduction in data prepa-

ration and a much smaller system of algebraic equations to be solved numerically.

Furthermore, this sirnpler description of the body means that regions of high stress

concentration (i.e. crack tip area) can be modelled more efficiently because the high

concentration of grid points is confined to one less dimension.

Other advantages of BE1VI include the autornatic satisfaction of boundary con-

ditions for infinite and semi-infinite clomains, thus avoiding the need fol numerical

discletization of remote boundaries. This useful feature of automatic satisfaction

of boundary conditions cân be extended to several other configurations with finite

bouncl¿rlies, such as plates, half-plane arrd half-space. This is ¿rchieved thlough the

employrnent of appropriate fundarnental solutions r,vhich satisfy the bounclary concli-

tions.

3.4.I Formulation

Consicler a linearly elastic bocly of volume V boundecl by a regular surface ,S. The

bounclary integral equation in the Fourier transformed frequency clomain can be cle-

rived by combining the fundamental point-force solution with Betti's reciprocal the-

53
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orem [64] as

qi@')n¡(/) (3.28)

wlrere u¿ andt¿ are the displacement and traction vectors, respectively; ó¿ is body force

vector'. Go¡(*,x') is displacement Green's function and represents the displacements

at a point x due to a unit harmonic point force applied at a point x'. H¿¡(x,x/) is

traction Green's function and represents the tlactions at the point x due to the sarne

loacl. The tensor c¿¡ in equation (3.28) is tlie cliscontinuity term and has the following

characteristics

(l) 
"o¡ 

: 6¿j for a point x' inside the body I/,

(1i) c¿i :0.56¿i for a point x' on a smooth surface ,S, and

(ä1) q¡:0 fot'a point x'outside the bocly V ancl surface,S,

with á¿j being the Kronecker delta.

Equation (3.28) cannot, in general, be solvecl analytically and therefore resort

must be made to numerical methods of solution. For the numerical implementation,

the boundary is divided into l/ elements connected to boundary nodes as shown in

Figure 3.2, so that equation (3.2S) becomes

54

: 
l,[c n, ç*, x' )t ¡ (x) - H oi (*,x' ) u¡ (x) ] cl t * 

.1, 
G o¡ (*, x' )h ¡ (x) clV,

¡/
c¿¡ (x' ) t t i (x' ) : t I, 

^lG 
o, (^,x' 

) ti (x) - H ni (*, x' ),u ¡ (x)lct 5,,
lt':7'

+ l,c o, ç*, x' )b ¡ (x) d,v,

(3.2e)

r,vhele S: If:, S,,.

On each element, the l¡oundary parâmeter x, the unknor,vn displacernent field

u¡(*) and the traction field t3(x) ale approxirnated using interpolation f'urrction. A

cliscletizccl l:ounclerr'¡' clcment formulation can bc obt¿rinecl as

¡rt ¡/I
c¿i(x')u¡(x') + Ð Ðni(",x')ure(x) : Ð ÐGT,6,x')ti@) +b"e (8.30)

n:Ia:7
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Figure 3.2: Discretization of bounclary into elements

wlrere I is the number of nodes of a boundary element. '¿.¿o and td are the values of

the functions at node a. The coefficients H!, and Gf;, are clefinecl iu terms of integrals

over ,S,,; and bi represent the effect of body force.

Collecting equation at each of the boundary nocles gives a system of algebraic

equations in a matrix form as

FIu:Gt+b (3.3i)

where, matrix II contains the c¿¡ tensor and the traction kernel integrals, matrix G

contains the displacement kelnel integlals, and u and t ale composed of the displace-

ments and tractions at the nodes, respectively; and b is due to the body folce.

Among the different applications of equation (3.29), problems concerning elastic

waves scattering by cavities or cracks in plates are of interest.

If the firnclamental solutions are clefinecl for the plate, for example, the Green's

functions from Chapler 2, the tlaction fi'ee conditions on the top and bottorn surfaces

of the plate are automatically satisfied. This important feature renders the discretiza-

tion of these surfaces unnecessary. The displacements of the points on these surfaces,
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r,vhich are important to the nondestructive evaluation technique, can be computed in

the same rnanner as those of internal points.

3.4.2 Evaluation of CPV and v/eakly singular integrals

The cliagonal 2 x 2 block of the assemblecl H matrix contains the tensor e;¡ as rvell

as the CPV of the traction kernel integrals; also, the diagonal 2 x 2 block of the

assembled G matrix contains the weakly singular displacement kernel integrals. An

effective technique to handle these singular integrals is critical to the accuracy of

the bounclary element soiution. Most of the existing methods to treat these singular

integrals are based on the properties of full space Green's functions.

A technique is developed here to evaluate the CPV and weakly singular integrals

sirnultaneously. Although only two-dimensional forniulation is taken f'or illustration

purpose, the principle and the procedure established are valid for gerteral case.

Figure 3.3: Artificial source

Figure 3.3 represents the geometry and boundary element mesh of the problem be-

ing solved. The technique starts r,vith the concept of artificial source. lVithout loss of
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generality this artificial soulce can be assurnecl to be a concentratecl loacl' as shown in

Figure 3.3. FIom the methocls presentecl in chapter 2 (or any other f'urrdamental so-

lutions accorcling to the problem being solvecl), the clisplacement and tlaction Green's

f'unctions at the bounclary nocles clue to the artificial source can be computed' These

tractions together with the artificial point loacl, form a well posed bounclary value

problem. Assuming we solve this problem by bounclary element method with exactlv

the same cliscretization, we expect to obtain the clisplacements at the boundarv nodes

same as computecl before ( i. ".,the 
clisplacement Green's fïrnctions) providecl that

the cPV ancl weakly singulal integrals were evaluatecl accurately' Now, we invert the

proceclure. we assume that the cliagonar2 x 2 block elements of.H (h¿,¿,h¿,¿+t,h¿+t,¿

ancl /¿¿+r,¿+r) ancl G (go,u,hi',i+r,h¿+t,¿ and g¿+t,¿+t) fbr each boundary node' I' are

unknown, while the clisplacements ancl tlactions âIe known' writing the bounclarv

integral equations f'or each node 'I, we obtain:

(3.32)

t (-h¿a,¡n'¡ I g¿+t,it¡) * b¿+r (3'33)
j+i,i+I

wlrere u¡ ancl t¡ ilethe known clisplacements ancl tractions (Green's functions) due

to tlre artificial source; h¿,¡ a'nd' 9u,¡ (.i + i',i'+ 1) at the right hancl sicle are the

known elements of the matrices H and G, ancl contain onlv regr'rlar integrals' with

the concept of artificiai so¡rce we obtain two equations for the eight unknowns' By

choosing four inclepenclent artificial sources, we can establish eight linear algebraic
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equations to solve the eight unknowns as:

LLI ul+, -tl -tI*, o o o o

00 o o 'ul ul"'i -tl -t|
z 

-+Vt-L 1
? -t?,, 0 0 0 0
t La,ul, dl¡t

000 o u? u?+, -t? -t2¿+t

LLI u?+, -.t --.tl,*, o o o o

000 0 r¿;? ,?*' -tl -t?*'

^ .4 -.74 -tt*,0 O 0 0
u;; IL;+r - bi "i+1

h¿,¿

hr,n*t

9;.,t

9¿,¿+t

It¿+t,¿

h¿+t,¿+r

9¿+t,¿

r|

rl+t

r!
r7+t

tá

1"3r*t

rl
r'Ì+t

(3 34)

000 0 rr;î ,,1n, -tt -t:l
node -I clue to the nth artificial

?+1

lvhere u| ancl 'tll!, represent the clisplacements at
\,vnere ?-¿;- ¿duLr tr¿+l rvr'-"":^ 

^^,,^"- n T ancl r"f¡r are obtained by

source, tf ancl tf;*t are the corresponding tractions' r'
:c^:^l ^^11T^ê intn the

substituting ttre clisplacements ancl tractions due to

riglrt hancl sicle of equation (3'33)'

the nth artificial source into the

3.4.3 Numerical asPect

To illustrate the âccuracy of the technique to evaruate the singurar integrals we con-

sicler first a semrinfinite homogeneous isotropic prate with a vertical boundary at

n:O,asslror,vninFigure3.4.As¿rnexautpie,thenormalizeclfrecluencv(oII/c.)

equals to 1'0 with c' being the shear- r'vave strleed'

TheGreen,sf'urrctionsfromChapter2satisfvthetractionfreeconclitionsont}re

top ancl bottom surfaces automatica*y. The verticar boundary is criscretized with ten

quacrratic boundary erements ancr twenty-one nocles (being numbered sequentially

from top to bottom of the ptate). By apprving trre technique to evaluate the singular

integrals, the cliago'al blocks of the assenblecl G ancl H matrices at'e obtained' Table

3.1 gives the results of g¿,¿+t, 9i+t,i.,h¿,¿ Ð,Iìð, h¿¡t,t'¡tobtained' The four artificial soul-ces
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Figure 3.4: Configuration of a semi-infinite plate

âre: ît clirection loacls at points (1011,0) anct (20H,0), respectively, ancl z clirection

loads at the same Points.

It is to be notecl that clue to the symmetric conditions about the vertical line in

an infinite plate ancl the property of the tensor c¿¡ the exact values are:

9¿,¿+t : T¿+tj -- 0, hi,¿ : h¿+t,¿+t: 0'5 (3.35)

Comparing Table 2.1 with equation (3.35), \Me can see that the technique developecl

here gives good results. Also, cletailecl computations show that the results are vel'y

stable with the change of the artificial sources'

It may be noticecl that the off-cliagonal elcnents 9¿,¿+r ancl 9¿+t.¿in the diagonal

blocks of matrix G do not actually contain singular integrals. In the application of

the technique illustratecl above, these elements are not necessaly to be involved as

unknowns as in equation (3.34), but thev call serve as checkmarks'
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Table 3.1: The diagonal block eiements of G ancl H'

node lgo¡+rl lgo*r,ol lho,nl llrr+t,u+rl

1 0.00000 0.00000 0.50000 0.50000

2 0.00010 0.00004 0.49999 0.50011

q
ò 0.00025 0.00019 0.50006 0.50026

4 0.00008 0.00007 0.49997 0.50007

5 0.00004 0.00030 0.50002 0.50028

6 0.00001 0.00010 0.50001 0.50008

7 0.00006 0.00036 0.49992 0.50017

8 0.00004 0.00010 0.50006 0.50012

I 0.00007 0.00024 0.49988 0.50005

10 0.00002 0.00004 0.50005 0.50010

1i 0.00000 0.00000 0.49991 0.50006

t2 0.00002 0.00004 0.50005 0.50010

13 0.00007 0.00024 0.49988 0.50005

14 0.00004 0.00010 0.50006 0.50012

15 0.00006 0.00036 0.49992 0.50017

16 0.00001 0.00010 0.50001 0.50008

17 0.00004 0.00030 0.50002 0.50028

i8 0.00008 0.00007 0.49997 0.50007

19 0.00025 0.000i9 0.50006 0.50026

20 0.00010 0.00004 0.49999 0.50011

21 0.00000 0.00000 0.50000 0.50000
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3.4.4 Tbeatment of corner Points

The evaluation of the singular- integrals alouncl cornel points of the boundary contour

possesses more difficulties clue to the discontinuity of normals across the corner poittts'

A clouble nocles technique is incorporatecl together with the artificial source concept.

Figure 3.5: Configuration of corner points

As showir in Figure 3.5, two nodes, I and -/, with the same coordinates are set

on the two sicles of a corner point. Apptying equations (3.32) ancl(3.33) to point 1

ancl noticing that one moïe off-cliagonal2 x 2 block of H and other two ofl-diagonal

elernents in G corresponcling to nocle ,/ contain sirrgular integrals on the right hand

sicle of the equations (3.32) ancl (3.33), we cân manipulate these equations as:

u,¿(ll¿,¿ + h¿,¡) I tt¿¡(h¿,¿¡t I ht,¡+r) - togu,n - ti g¿,i

t (-h'¿,¿tt¿ I g¿,ttù r g¿,¿+ú¿+t I g¿,i+tt.:i+r I b¿ (3 36)

L+i,i

u¿(hi¡¡t-| /r¿*,,r) I u¿a(h¿¡t,¿+t * h¿+t¡+r) - t¿+tg¿+t,¿+t - ti+ßi+r,i+r

(- h¿¡1,¡Lt ¿ I g ¿+ t,ttt) I ¡¡¿¡r,tü I g¿+t,jt j * b¿+t

In the above the continuity conclitions

6i

j+1+1,i,,

t
l+i,i+1,j,j+1

l..).ù r /

'LL¿ -- 'U¡ t LL¿¡1 : 'U¡¡1: (3.38)
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are employed. To simplify the analysis and expression, 7t,t¡t ànd

as reguiar terms in equations (3.36) and (3.37) since they do not

singular integrals.

u) LLI+, -tl -tj
u! u?+t -t? -t?
u! ?L?+t -tl -fj
uf uî+, -tt -tî

h¿,¿ * h¿,¡

h¿,¿+t i ho,j+t

9i,'i,

9¿,i

62

9¿+t,¿ are treated

actually contain

(3.3e)

Applying the concept of artificial soulce to each of the equations (3.36) and (3.37)

ancl choosing four artificial sources, we can establish the following two sets of linear

equations:

ì

I

fi
r!
r!

LL| ul+, -tlnt -tj*t
ul u7+, -t?*, -t\*t
u\o 'ul+, -t?*, -ttr*t
u! ut+, -tt*, -tj*t

Also, equations corresponding to nodes

the continuity condition (3.38) so that

applied.

3.5 Application of BEM in crack problems

As is knor,vn, the clirect bounclary elcment rnethod for a crack geometry fails: the

clisct'etization of the r,vhole clornain bouncìarry, inclucling both crack surfaces, yielcls a

singular system of equation.

In,l',.:.',iH. I

I n;,:',,':.', 
I

-I and J in (3.31) are

the solutions from (3.

¿+1

2
i+l
o

i+1

4
i+7

fiecl

ncl

rl+
,

T!,LT

ori+

^T^-'LT

lifi(

ân(

1r;

í

I
mod

39) z

I
| 1s.+o¡

I
according to

(3.40) can be
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3.5.1 Difficulties in crack modelling

It is recallecl (equation (3.28)) that the displacement at an interior point x', in the

absence of a body force term b7, is given bv

.uvhere f+ and f- represent tlie upper and lower clack surfaces and ,9 represents the

remaining regular bounclary, as shor,vn in Figure 3.6. iVlathematically, f+ and f-
occupy the same points. So the displacernent kernel G¿¡ and the traction kernel -Ë1¿3

f'or points on the upper x+ ancl lowel x- crack surfaces have the property that

G¿¡(x+,x') : G¿¡(x-,x')

H¿.¡(x+,x') : -H¿¡(x-,x'). (3.42)

The change in sign in (3.a2) is because the direction of the normal is opposite on the

crack surfaces.

Figure 3.6: Crack surface geometry

By collapsing the t¡,vo craclc sut'faces equation (3.41) becornes

63

(3.41)

u¿(x') : 
lrlCo,ç*,x')t¡(x) - Hoi(*,x')n¡(x)lclS
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, Irn r- x,)Ðti(x) - H¿¡(x,x')Au¡(x)]dfI 
./a 

tv zJ \^r -

lvhere I lepresents the rnidsurface, ancl

Lui : 
'¡(t*) -tt¡(x-)

Ðt¡ : ¿¡(**) +Ú¡(x-)

In the usual crack problems the tractions on the two

opposite, such that Ett : g.

Following the couventional BEM derivation, let I
obtain:

64

(3.43)

(3.44)

crack surfaces are equal attd

---+ x on the boundary l, we

(3.45)

Equation (3.45) has two serious deficiencies:

1. any set of equal and opposite tractions on the clack surf'ace f will result in the

same equation.

2. tlrere are now two unknown displacement variables on f , namely Lu¿ and u¿.

3.5.2 Multidomain technique

The essence of rnulticlornain technique is rnultidornairt clisct'etizations. By writirig the

bounadry integlal equation (3.28) for each clomain, invoking the ar.rxiliary constraints

on thc interface, wc can obtain sufficient number of cquations to solve the clack

problem.

As shown in Figure 3.7, the cracked bocly is divided into two regions (or domains),

with each region containing one clack surface. The boundary integral equations are
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Figure 3.7: partitioning of a crackecl bocly

written f'or each clomain, respectively. If uf) ancl tf) are the vectors of clisplacetnents

ancl tractiors on the interface boundaries of region i, then they satisfy:

65

,tÍt)(r) : ,rl')(*) (: r¡)
tf)(") : -tl')(") (: r¡) (3.46)

The matrix representation (3.31) is modifiecl as following:

rH, HÍ') l 
{ii,] } 

: ,",,, 
"f', 

r 
{:;il }

(3.47)

for region 1, ancl

rHrz, 'Í,)l {:;;] } 
: ,"o,

for region 2, where Hi¿) and Gf) ate the rnatrix

nodes on the iuterface.

"r,r { :;;] }
coefficient entt'ies

(3.48)

corresponding to

Combining the coefficient matrices f'or the two regions, applying the interfäce

continuity conditions results in the system of equations as

[nt'r HÍ') -cÍ') o ltî,ì-,""'
I o ,.,f) -ct) ¡1(z) ol I t¡ ¡,: L o c0,,,1 {:l;l ¡ (34e)

l."*'J

Region I -, -
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The multidoman tecirnique illustrated above is a general method in the boundary

element analysis. It is widely usecl in the analysis of large structures, domains with

different materials, and domains with cracks.

3.5.3 Crack-tip elements

The stress fielcl is singulal O(11 
^/í) 

at the crack tip ancl the displacemeut field varies

as O(1/î), with r being the distance from the crack tip. Therefore modelling crack

regions with the usual shape functions, which allow for polynomial variation only, does

not leacl to acculate solutions unless extt'emely fine rneshes are used in the region near

the crack-tip.

Henshell ancl Shaw [65] and Barsoum [66] showed t]rat an 8-nocle quadrilateral ele-

ment r,vill possess the required singularity if the mid-side nocles are placed at quarter-

points in the vicinity of the crack tip. Barsoum [67] also showed that the quarter-point

six-nocle triangulal element will have the correct behaviour in the radial direction if

it is obtained by collapsing on side of the 8-nocle quadrilateral element.

As shown in Figure 3.8, a quarter'-point crack-tip elernent is obtained by moving

the rnid-sicle node of a quadratic element to a quarter point position. The clisplace-

ment and traction dependence oIì ?" is obtained as

u : u1 + (-3u1 t 4r2 - f)61 L* 2(u1 - 2tt2 + #)rl t'

r : 11 ,tth+ (-etl + 4* - t') + 2(t' - 2* + fl\F¡r
where tr is the length of the element, ul and tl represent the displacement and traction

at the crack tip, respectively.

(3 50)

(3.51)
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Staredard element

Quarter-point crack-tip element

Figure 3.8: Quarter-point crack-tip elements

3.6 Numerical applications

The hybrid method and the boundaly elernent method cleveloped in this chapter are

used to study the wave scattering problem for the fbllowing examples:

- a homogeneous uniaxial graphite-epoxy plate with fibers aligned along the

r-axis. The flaw considered is a surface-breaking vertical crack with length

L : H locatecl ¡àL :L :0, as showrr irr Figut'e 3.9. The vet'tical load is appliecl on

the top snrface àt, :f, : -70H. The relevant elastic constants charactet'izing the

plate matelial ar-e the sarne as example 2 in Chapter 2. The normalizecl cut-off

frequern<ries (aHlc") for the first tr,vo syrnmett'ic and antisynmetlic mocles at'e

2.20,3.74 ancl 1.57. 4.40, respectively.

- the configulation of the plate is same as in exarnple 1, but the flalv consideled

is a horizontal cr¿rck. The geomctry of thc problem is illustratccl in Figule 3.10.

The vertical load is applied on the top surface of the plate at a distance 3.5H

to the left of the origin.

67

Example 1.

Example 2.
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Example 3. - two 8-layer graphite-epoxy cross-ply laminated plates with 0'/90" f 0" f g0'f 90'

10"190'/0" configur-ations are joined eclgewise by a thin isotropic elastic layer

of thickness 0.05H, with ancl without a crack on one of the joint interface,

as shown in Figure 3.11. The material properties of the 0' and 90o laminae

are given in Table 2.1. The material properties of the bond layer are: density

p : 0.67 p(composire)r the Poisson's ratio, u, and the shear modulus, l-11 are taken to

be 0.354 and 1.95 GPa, respectively. The concentrated load acts at (-10H,0).

Figule 3.9: Configuration of a surf'ace-breaking clack

The time-clepenclence of the loacl is assumed as

(3 52)

f'or exanrples 2 and 3, where the nolrnalized time T : cstlH. The time delay rs wâS

taken as 3.0, and the normalized centrai frequency Q.(: uHlc") was taken as 3.14.

The time- ancl frequcncy-clepcrrclence of the loacl arc presentecl in Figures 3.12 (a) ancl

(b). It is seen that the amplitudes approach zero afÍer f¿ > 6.0. Therefore, the high

fi'equency lesponses are filtered out.

f (r) : ]:"-, -^)' /2 s,¿r¡,(Q,r)
v ¿17

INTERIOR REGION R
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Figure 3.10: Confi.guration of a surface-breaking crack

Example 1. Surface-breaking crack

This example is designated to compare the results fÏorn the hybrid methocl and

boundary element method.

In the ernployrnent of the hyblid method, the finite eletlent region containing the

crack is confined within the vertical boundaries B- and B+, which are taken to be

r : -0.25f1 and r -- 0.25H, r'espectively. The finite element mesh consists of 64

quadratic elements and 293 nodes.

In the bourrdary elernent analysis, to circuutverrt the clifiñculties associatecl r,vith

the presence of the crack, the multidornain technique is errpioved. The plate is

cliviclecl into two clomains by a vertical fictitious bounclary extenclecl fi'orn the clack

cotfigulation (dashed line along z-axis as showu. in Figule 3.9). Tlie bourrclary elernent

rnesh is cornposed of 32 quadlatic elenretrts and zl9 riodes. Tlte response spectra (the

arnplitucle of vertical clisplacenrent versus frecluency) of obselvation points on the top

surface are obtainecl from the two methods. Figr-rre 3.13 represents the results of

points (-0.25H,0) (which is close to the crack) and (51/,0) (which is far from the

crack). In the figures FEM represents results fromthe hybrid rnethod. It is seen that
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Figure 3.11: Configuration of jointed composite plate

the lesults fiorn the two methods for both the near and fär' fields are in very good

agreement.

Example 2. Horizontal crack

In the boundaly element analysis the plate is divided into two domains by the

clack ¿lnd the fictitious boundalies (Figure 3.10, dashecl line). The bounclary elernent

nreslr is composeclof l24 quadratic elements ancl204 nocles. Eight crack tip singular

elements are used. In the applicatiorr of hybricl method the plate is clivided into

tr,vo legions: interiol region boundecl by tlvo verticaì bounclalies ¿ìt î : -1.4H ancl

r : I.4H , ancl exterior region. The finite element mesh is composecl of 392 quaclratic

elements ancl 1280 nocles.

The verticzrl clisplacernents at two sections, r: -I.4H ancl r - 5H, from the

two methods are presented in Figure 3.14 for CI : 1 (the results from hybrid method

are referred as FEIVI in the figure). It is noted that due to a fairly large discretizecl

70
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region, the accuracy of the hybrid method degenelates especially in the near fielcl.

The results in the far field are in bettel agreernent, as expected. The CPU time to

solve this problem on ân IBM RS6000/590 computer is: 4 minutes ancl 20 seconcls

for BEiVI, 20 rninutes ancl 55 seconds for hyblicl method.

Figures 3.15 (a) and (b) show the frequency response of the top surface in the

absence and presence of crack, respectively. The peaks at the cut-off fiequencies for

tlre first symmetric (2.20) and the second antisymileiric (4.40) are clearly seen in the

absence of crack in Figure 3.15(a). In the presence of crack, two significant features

are observed i,vhich can be exploitecl to determine its size and location. First, the

peaks at the cut-off frequencv for the first antisymmetric mode (1.57) are plotninent

at the points between the crack tips. Specifically, the surface response shows two

pronounced maxima almost symmetric about the origin above the center of the crack

center, as illustlated in Figule 3.16. It is notecl that each peak is at the point with

Lf 4 distance from the origin (tr is the crack length). This feature can be usecl to

estimate the crack iength. For example, the left peak in Figure 3.16 is at -0.63f/,
which gives the crack length to be 2.52H. Seconclly, there is a pronounced peak at

0 : 0.55 ( also shown in Figure 3.17 for the origin). This peak is due to the resonance

of the plate of finite length tr above the clack. This feature can be used to determine

tlre depttr of crack. Since the latio of crack length (2.52H) to its depth @l\ is

large (> 10), we can use locally the plate berrding theory to cletermine the resonance

frecluencv. The natural fi equency of this plate is 0. 54 for simply suppor tecl eucls. The

s¿lrrre lesults r,vere obselvecl by Dartt:r ct al. [26]. Siurilal conclusions wele ch'awn by

I(ccr et al. [68] ¿rncl Car,vlcy ancl T]reodorakopoulos [69] thai thc resonance fi'equenc¡'

fol a defect may be preclictecl by 1si¡g platc theory r,vith length cqual to crack lcngth

and thickness equal to crack deptir.

Transient response of the top surface, for the load acting at the same location as

befole, iu the absence and presence of crack is presented in Figures 3.18(a) and (b),
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respectively. It is seen that the predominant response is due to the Rayleigh r,vave

that is traveling at a speed, determined as about I.8 mm,f p,s in the absence of crack.

In the presence of crack, however, the surface response is fairly cornplicated. Due to

the diffraction of Rayleigli waves by the left crack tip, both dilatational ancl shear

waves are generated. These waves, together with the Rayleigh \Maves, travel between

top surf'ace of the plate and the new bounclary - crack surface. iVlultiple reflections

of waves between the boundaly surfaces occur in this part with mocle conversions.

This is reflected in the complicated surface response at early time above the clack

(Figure 3.18(b)). Figure 3.19 shows the response at the point above the riglrt crack

tip. The plesence of the crack is seen to greatly modify the signal.

Example 3. Jointed composite plates

It may be noted that the boundary element technique illustratecl above is not

clirectly applicable to solve this problem. Therefore, the hybrid methocl is employed.

Figures 3.20 ancl 3.21 show the fr-equency spectrum and dispersion curves for

the eight-layer cross-ply laminated plate. Table 3.2 shows the normalized cut-off

fi'equenciesfor0<10.

Figures 3.22 (a) and (b) shor,v the displacement spectra at tr,vo observation points,

(-0.2H,0) and (0.15f1,0), in the cases of non-crack, crack lengths Hl2 and H. In
tlrese figures, tlie sharp changcs at first symmetric (2.204) ancl thild antisymrnetric

(4.408) cut-off fiequencies are prorninent. It can be seen fiorrr Figure 3.23(a) that

tlre lesponse to the cut-off fiequency of first antisyrnmetric inocle (I.277) is invoked

only by the longer crack, and the reflection of waves with centlal freqency alound

this fi'cquency fron thc lorrger crack clominatcs thc responsc. On the other hancl,

Figur-e 3.22(a) also shows that the reflection of waves with central frequency around

f) : 3.0 fronr the sholtel cracl< is more pledoninant, while the tlansmission of these
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Table 3.2: Cut-off frequencies in a 8-layered cross-ply composite plate.

lVIocle Symrnetric Antisymmetric

I 2.204 7.277

2 2.447 3.840

t) 5.094 4.408

4 6.672 6.300

5 7.081 8.817

C) 9.162

waves is greatly reduced by the longer crack, as shown in Figure 3.22(b).

Figure 3.23 represents the time-domain response of the two observation points.

The alrival tirne of the maximum I'esponse at point (-0.2H,0) being aÍ r : I5.2

gives the Rayleigh wave velocity at 0.776c, (noting that the maximum of the load

reaches at r -- 2.5), while the Rayleigh wave velocity is determined at 0.79c" frorn

Figure 3.21. The estimated error is less than 3 percent.

The clynamic response of point (_0.2H,0), as shown in Figure 3.23(a), is magnified

after the arrival of the Ravleigh waves due to the reflection frotn cracks. Also, it is

seen that the reflection from the shorter clack is larger than that from longer crack.

This is because reflection of incident \,vaves with central frequency at 0" : 3.14 is

more preclominant with the shorter crack.

It is seen in Figure 3.23(b) that the arrival time of the waves increases with the

length of the crack. Also the amplitucle of the response in the presence of longer crack

is significantly reduced.
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3.7 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, a general boundary element rnethod f'or solving elastic wave scattering

by cracks in laminated composite plates has been presented. A new technique is

cleveloped to evaluate the Cauchy Principal Value ancl weakly singular integrals arising

in the boundary integral equations. This technique is also extended to treat the cornet'

points where the normals are discontinuous.

A hybricl method is also extended to analyze the wave scattering problem due to

external load on the laminated composite plate. Since the incident field is computed

by employing the Green's functions, the extenal load can be applied anywhere on the

plate.

Numerical results from the hybrid method and boundary element method for

plates with surface-breaking and horizontal cracks ¿r,re in very goocl agreement. It is

shown that the application of these techniques in nondestructive evaluation of defects

is very promising.
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SURFACE RESPONSE SpECïRUM OF pOtNT (-0.25H,0)

SURFACE RESPONSE SPECTRUM OF POrNT (5H,0)

46
NORMALIZED FREQUENCY

76

Figure 3.13: Surface response spectra of points (-0.25H,11) and (51/,0).
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VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT AT SECTTON x=-1.4H

0.5 1 1.5

zlH

(a)

VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT AT SECTION x=5H

1

zlH

(b)

Figure 3.14: Vertical displacement at two sections for f) :

r:5H.
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Figure 3.15: Response spectra at top surface, (a) without crack, (b) with crack.
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ÏOP SURFACE RESPONSE AT A=1.57
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DISPLACEMENT SPECTRUM AT THE ORIGIN
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Figure 3.17: Displacernent spectrurn at the origin.
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Figure 3.18: Transient response of top surface, (a) without crack, (b) with crack.
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T|ME-DOMA|N RESPONSE OF pOtNT (1.26H,0)
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46
WAVENUMBER

Figure 3.20: F\equency spectrum f'or 8-layer plate.
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DISPERSION CURVE OF B-LAYERED PLATE

46
NORMALIZED FREQUENCY

Figure 3.21: Dispersion curves for 8-layer composite plate. Solicl lines: syrnmetric

mode; dashed lines: antisyrnmetric mocle.
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SURFACE RESPONSE SpECTRUM OF potNT (-0.2H,0)
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ft)

Figure 3.22: Vertical displacement spectra of surface points.

point (0.15H,0).

(a) point (-0.2H,0), (b)
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RESPONSE OF POTNT (-0.2H,0) tN TrME-DOMA|N

WITHOUT CRACK
CRACK LENGTH = H/2
CRACK LENGTH = H

15 20 25
t cr/H

(a)

RESPONSE OF POrNT (0.15H,0) rN TtME-DOMATN

WITHOUT CRACK
CRACK LENGTH = H/2
CRACK LENGTH = H

Figure 3.23: Transient response spectra of sulface points. (a) point (-0.2H,0), (b)

point (0.15H,0).
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Chapter 4

3-I) \Maves in trsotropic Plates

4.L General

Many engineering problerns for elastic wave scattering are three dimensional. Very

felv computationally efficient methods exist for the analysis of three-dirnensional wave

phenomena in plates. This Chapter and the fbllowing one focus on these problerns.

An analytical formulation for frequency equation ancl wave functions is delived f'or

the investigation of circular-crestecl wâves in an isotropic plate. The hybrid method

presentcd in Chapter' 3 f'or plane strain analysis is extended to compute the clynamic

response of the plate due to a vertical load (axisymmetlic ploblein).

By crnploying Foulier tlansfolm, a decornposition technique is developed to ana-

Iyze the three-climensional waves. It is shown that the three-dimensional',¡/ave prop-

agation problem can be decomposed irrto a series of plaire-stlain and antiplane prob-

lerns. The application of Rayleigh-Ritz type approximation based stiflness metirod

ancl rnoclal summation technique gives a gcncral forrnulation for Green's fi:nctions

corresponding to point loads in arbitrary directions. Numelical results from the two

rnodels are in very good agleernent.
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Boundary element rnethod is exploitecl in the analysis of three-dimensional rvave

scattering problem. The technique cleveloped in Chapter 3 for the evaluation of singu-

Iar integrals arising from boundaly integral equations is extencled to three-climensional

analysis.

4.2 Description of the problem

Time-halmonic elastic wave propagation ancl scattering in an infinite isotropic piate

is considered. Two coordinate systems (*,U,r) and (r,0,2) are chosen on top of the

plate, as shown in Figure 4.1. The thickness of the plate is assumed tobe2H.

Figure 4.1: Configuration of an isotropic plate
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e:Lu

where

,.7 : { z u} ,

'¿¿ ancl u are clisplacements in r and z clirections. and

89

(4 1)

(4 2)

LT:

{r}' :

rl,
0

€ee

0*1
u ol
ã; ã;)

lczz crz 
I

[*
l-
I cll

(4 3)

(4.4)

4.3 3-D vyave propagation and Green's functions

In this section, three-dimensional wave phenomenon in an isotropic plate is con-

siderecl. An analytical formuiation is established to analyze circular'-crested waves

generated by a vertical point loacl. Axisyrnmetric condition is utilizecl in the analysis.

To compute the dynamic response of the plate to the vertical loacl, the hybrid method

is exploled. A decomposition technique is developecl in the study of general case of

three-climensional wave propagation. Green's functions for point loads in arbitlary

clilections are clerived in modal summation fbrms.

4.3.L Axisymmetriccase

Circular crest waves generated by a vertical clirection point loacl are investigatecl. In

this case, axisymmetric condition holds.

4.3.L.L Governing equations

The clisplacement-strain relation in the (r,0,2) coorclinate system can be expressecl

AS
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€¿1 represents strain components in the (r,0,2) coordinate system.

The stress-strain relation is given bv

orr : )'L'+2p,e*

aeo : ÀA+2|-tree

0zz : ÀA+2Per"

rt.z : 2per" (4 5)

where À and p arc Lame's constants, and

L: ,r, * egg I er" (4.6)

The equations of motion can be expressed in terms of u,,w and A as

Q+ p,)# t ¡L,v2u- uþ +u, : -pu2u
.aa

Ø + p); I ¡tY2w + b, : - pu2'w (4 7)

where ó,. and b, are body forces in r and z directions, respectively, p the mass densitv,

ø the cilcular frequency, and

_2 02,7a a2y.:, _L_ _L (49)òr2' t'7r' Azz

4.3.L.2'Wave functions

The appropriate solutions to equation @.7) in the absence of body forces are:

,tL : u(z)nlt)(tcr)

w : w(z')n[t) (tcr) (4 9)

where zt: z- H; k is the wavenumbet; Hjt)(,kr) ancl ult)çnr¡ are Hankel functions

of fir-st kind; and the functions (rvave functions) through the thickness are

U(r') : k(-Bsi'naz'+ CBsi'nPz'),

W(r') : aBcosuz' + Ck2BcosBz', (4.10)
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for antisymmetric case, and

U(t') : -k(Acosaz' + DBcos0z'),

W(r') : -aAcosaz' + Dk2si'npz', (4.11)

for syrnmetric case, where

a2 : u2 /c?- k2, p', :,', 1"? - k',

91

BIC : 2pk2si,nBHl@'- p2)si,naï,

A/D : -Zpk2cospíl@'- p2)cosaH, (4.13)

c, and cs are the longitr-rdinal and shear wave speecls, respectively.

The stresses corresponding to the displacement field (4.9) are

6rr, : (-f Bsinaz' + 2pl*C slnpz')Hf) (kr)

+2 ¡tk I r (B s'inaz' - C P si,np z) nlL) (tcr\,

azz : [-B(p' - k2)sinaz' - 2pk2C si,nBz']H[t) (kr),

at.z : l-2aBcosaz' + C(82 - k2)cospz'1nnl1) çnr\ (4.r4)

f'or antisynlrnetric case, ancl

ort. : -(12Acosaz' + 2plt2 DcosBz)n[r) (kr)

+2 ¡ú I r (Aoosctz' * D p cos B z') nlt) (tcr),

(ïzz : [-A(p' - k2)cosaz' +2plc2Dcospz']Hfrt)(kr),

orz : l2aAs,inaz' + D(p'- k2)s'inpz'lnnl1)(nr) (4.1b)

f'or symmetric case, r,vhere

(4.r2)

(4.16)^y2 : (À+2¡lk2 I Ào2
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Frequency equâtions are obtained by satisfying the traction free conditions on the

surf'aces of the plate as:

(k' - B2)2sinaHcospH -t 4aBk2cosaHs'inBV :0

for antisymmetric case, and

(4.17)

(k' - B2)2cosaHsi,nBH +  apk2si,naHcospH :0 (4 18)

for symmetric case.

Equations (4.77) and (4.18) are the same as ihe Rayleigh-Lamb frequencv equa-

tions for straight-crested \Mâves (plane strain). For given u,r, these equations serve as

implicit transcendental functions of k. By solving these equations wavenumbers âre

obtained. The wave functions can be computed from equations (4.10) ancl (4.11).

It may be noted thai the solution to equation (4.7) can be expressed either in terms

of Bessel functions of first and second orcler, Js(kr), \kr) andYs(kr),Y(kr),respec-

tively, or in terms of Hankel f'unctions of the first ancl seconcl kincl, äj1)'(2) , ¡7{r)'(2) .

The choice of these functions is depenclent upon the physics of the problem [70].

In this study, Hankel function of first kind are adopted to represent the outgoing

circular-crested waves.

4.3.L.3 Hybrid method to compute Green's functions

To compute the clynamic response of a plate to a r.eltical point load appliecl at (0, 0, za)

(Green's functions) the hybrid methocl, presented in Chapter 3 to analyze the plane

strain problem, is adopted and extended. it is noted that the axisymmetric condition

aborrt z-axis holcls for the present situation. As illustratecl in Figure 4.2,the plate is

divided into exterior ancl interior regions by a cylinclrical surfâce with raclius re.

lVave function expansion for exteriol legion
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In the exterior region R, the plate is divided into a nurnber of sublayers to evaluate

the wave functions according to equations (4.i0) and (4.11). The displacement field

is rept'esentecl by the modal sum of a finite nurlber QUI) of mocles in the form as

lvl

r,L : 
P_ro,,u*ult) 

çtc*r¡

lvI

w : 
Ð:ro**,,H[t) 

çk*r) (4.19)

where An,is the amplitude of the m-th rnode. Equation (4.19) gives the displacements

at bounclary nodes as

Qe : G^ (4.20)

where the subscript B represents boundary, and

(4.21)

eT,r: (Urrn, Wbr, ...) (Ji*, Wi*, ..., (Jçt¡t¡rn, W(**r)rn ) (4.22)

Âr : 1,l,rnll) (k*rr), ArH[r) (k*ro¡, Ao,HÍ') (k¡rtro), Ao,nf) çc¡,rro) )

(4 23)

The nodal force vector at the boundaly nodes can be formecl as

Pu : FA, (4.24)

whele

(4.25)

The folce shape ruodc vectol f, is fonnccl by the consistent loacl vcctot' folrnulatioll.

Finite element model of interior legion
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Figure 4.2: Divided regions of an isotr-opic plate

The interior region is modellecl by axisymmetric finite elements. Following the

conventional assembly process in the finite element method, minimizing the energy

functional, we obtain:

óâ : óqïSqr - áeTPr :0.

94

(4.26)

where

qT : (q,t esr ) ; pT : (p,r put 
)

s : Kr - .,6a: f 
ttt sto 

'l

L Snt Sau l

(4.27)

(4.2s)

In the above, q, and P1 âre the nodal displacement and force vectors corresponding to

interior nodes; qo and Pu represent those vectors colresponding to boundary nodes;

and Ka ancl M1 are, respectively, the global stiffness ancl mass matrices of the interior

region. The stiffness and mass matrices f'or each element are definecl as

Exterior Region R

ke : ,n 
lo.BrDBrcl'clz
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ttre: znfoNTNrclrdzJ*'

wliere N is the shape function rnatrix, and

95

(4.2e)

B--LN (4.30)

Global solution

The global solution is obtainecl by imposing the continuity conditions of clisplacements

and tractions on the bounclary nodes. Following the similar procedure as illustratecl

in Chapter'3, imposing the conditions

qä:0; PË:o (4 31)

due to the fact that there is no loacl applied in the exterior region, we obtain:

Gr(säBG - F)^: -Grssrsupr (4.22)

where

Säs:Sen-56¡5;151g, (4 33)

Write Â knor,vn, the amplitude A,n is determinecl by equation (4.23), ancl Green's

function clue to the vertical load can be cornputecl by ec¡ration (a.19).

4.3.2 General formulation

The three-climensional waves generatecl by arbitrarv point load in an isotropic plate

is studied in this subsection. A clecomposition technique is established. The Green's

ftrnctions for the platc is obtained.
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4.3.2.L Decomposition of the problem

The time-harmonic three-dimensional wave motion equation for an isotropic plate can

be r,vritten in (r, g1,z) coordinate system as

ttV2u+ (À + p)V(V . u) + b + pazu: 0

96

(4.34)

where

-2 a2 a2
v - : ;_; _T_ ;_; _r

ctlo ()u"

,rT:(r.l u w); bT:

u,u and ?, represent clisplacernents, ðr, bu and b,

and z directions, respectively.

A2

At'
(b" bu b,)

represent body f'orces, in

(4.35)

(4.36)

tlte r,E

The double integral Fourier transform pair with respect to r and A aïe

h and b are Fourier transforms of u and b, r'espectively, and

It', 0 0 I l-0 0 {l
A1 :l; tr o ltAz:(À+¡,llor;l- 

Lr;t.r+zpl l "Lrn;]
f 
(,t + 2p)€' + pn2 (^ + p)€rÌ o 

IAs: 
I 

(^+tr)Ërt Q+z¡t)rf +t't2 o l.
L o o ¡t(€r+qr¡]

(4.37)

(4.38)

The appli-

(4.3e)

fG,,t, ò : l: l:f(*,u, 2¡e-iË'-inudrrtTl

.f( 1
',*,u, ,) : 

øæ l: l:f G,rt, z¡ei€"+inu d¿clr¡

wlrere parameters ( and 4 r'epresent wavenumbers in r and gr directions.

cation of (a37) to (a.Sa) leads to:

Ar# - j^r#- Asü + b + pa2i: o

r,vhere

(4.40)
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///

///Wave traveling direction

Figure 4.3: Coordinate systems and wave tra,veling clirection

Define k as the ì/vavenumber in a direction r/ which has an angle qt with ø axis

(shown in Figure 4.3), then

t: kcosó, T : ksi,n,þ (4.4I)

Tlre displacernent ancl bocly force vectors in the (r',!J',2) coolclinate system are ob-

tainecl as

(4.42)

. tt: . 
",T:TÍfu : (t¿ A W)

aaaab : (6*, 6r, õ, )t : T6
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where

I 
costÞ si,nþ ol

t : 
L 

_ si,nó cosó 

:] 
(4 43)

The wave motion equation in (n',y',2) coordinate system is derived as (noticing

T-1 : TT):

^rT'# - iArT'|f^- ArTrû + Trb + 4,Tri:0 (4.44)

Nlultiplying the above equation with T gives:

^r#- 
j^r#-Âr'+¡+ pu2it:o (4.4s)

where

lu o o l
: TArTr:lO LL 0 I

Lo o () +2tò)

: TA2Tr:(À+r, 
f; I ll

l(^+zLL) 
o o

: TAsTr:k'l o ¡-r o

Lo op

Â,

Â, (4.46)

(4.47)

Ecluation (4.45) can be expandecl as

d2îi
ø *z - (À + 2¡L)k'tr, - .i(^+ 1,,)k# ti,.,* pr2î,:0 (4.48)

çs+z¡,,¡ffi - ¡tk2,íi, -.j(^+ tùk#+rt"+ pa2ût:0 (4.4s)

d2ã . ,. :^P'#- pk'u+br,+ pu2ô: o (4.50)
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Equations (4.48) and (4.49) represent a plane-strain problem while equation (4.50)

t'epresents an antiplane problem with waves travelling in r'direction. The wave fields

(displacernents, stlesses) are indepenclent of yt coorclinate. It is concluded that three-

dimensional wave propagation in an isotropic plate can be decomposed into plane-

stlain and antiplane problems. It is a very important characteristic since we have

investigatecl plane-strain problem. The analysis of antiplane problem is analogous to

ancl evcn simpler than the plane-strain arralysis.

4.3.2.2 Green'sfunctions

A point load applied at (0,0, e6) can be expressed as

f : fs6(r)6(s) (4.51)

whele

fot: (å

represents the amplitude of the loacl in n,y

transform gives

In (n' ,y', z) coorclirr

z clilcctions. Applicatiou of Fouricr'

(4.53)

Ju

ancl

f,) (4.52)

(4.54)

(4.55)

Í : I* I**^i,øit6(y)s-i(€"+nù¿x;¿s 
: ro

ate systern the loacl is obtainecl as

i : 
{ ll}:,, 

: 
{:;:::; :;::,1

Following the procedure for the analysis of plane-strain problem, the displacement

vector < â ø >'can be obtainecl in a moclal summation form as (ref'er to equation

(2.80)):

øh2Ê,'"

{;} 
:'Ë,

{T;}(ku, - k)8,,
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where /121, represents the number of modes of plane str-ain waves travelling in r, di-

rection; U* anclWr,, ate the plane-stlain modal displacements in r' ancl z directions,

respectively; Þl,z is part of the left eigenvector Õf,; B,o is the orthogonality coeffi-

cient; and.Fr," is the external force vector in the transformed clomain as

100

Similarly, the clisplacement ô co.responcling to the

tained as
2I,1, .

a t-' ÞrLnzEr' Í r,tt- \u - ¿-t@,n- ¡r¡4v'"

antiplane problem can be ob-

(4 56)

(4.57)

(4 58)

(4.5e)

(4.60)

where 1VIo lepresents the nurnber of modes of antiplane wâves travelling in z/ clirection;

V* is the antiplane modal displacement in g, direction; and

z-direction load

A z-direction unit load (f": 1) applied

Q"r.rÉ",r:4lz;

at (0,0, z6) gives

Q!,2F.',,' : o

where r/3 is the corresponding eiement in the vector Of,r. tt is seen that the clisplace-

tlents clue to the antiplane ploblern âte zeïo.

Tlre displacements in the transf'ormed domain can be written in the (r,0,2) coor-

dinate (ref'er to Figure 4.3) as

{T:":,#_-;ì}

tþ.¿

{ï} 

:Ë
(k,, - k)B^
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Application of the inverse Fourier transform to equation

l:'"I 1 ¡, [:']
I': J 

: 
QÑ J J'o'" 

l':l'ikrcos(Ó-o) 

kclkctþ

: r t t ïl tþ¿k [!:*'(, - d) 
ì

Qæ J Jro,o¡ *\rffi, I u'"sin(þ - E | "ib'cos(þ-0)dkdd)II¿l**)

r r I 2^tp (U*cos(þ-á) 
I- t t \- '!r,., , k,, ,l i,',rrnn'('f _r'rl(2fl2 .l Jø,r> *2, B- (t + 

tr - 
^l I"**,:;r:,- 

u ) 

J
"jkt'cos(þ-o)cIkdó Ø.6r)

where

r : rcos1; lJ : rsi,nQ Ø.62)
As statecl in chapter 2, only half of the 2lvIo rnocles corresponcl to the \,v¿rves

propagati'g a\À/ay from trre source towarcl fiercl poi'ts are of interest. Let

101

(4.60) leads to [71j:

(4.63)

we obtain:

{"i: - # l::, l: É, n+! + *k;) 
{? _i},i 

* *", anaw

- # l::, Ð,#., t* "i 
krc'sw,v¡,

1(-;=ç:ó-t=;

( Urncosq \
* l* r\r"iu,'cosedk) l 

r*r*, 
I 
o,

I t4/* )
Employing the clefinition of Delta function

(4.64)

(4.65)f* "in 
"o"pclk; :2tr6(rcosg)
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where

and

I't'g : Q

since

¡n /2

l 
"s'inPeik'coseclg 

: ç1J-r/2

It may be notecr that Hn are not Hankel fu'ctio's.

¿-direction load

702

and applying cauchy resiclue theorem to the last integr al in (4.64) leacls to:

[n: -åÐ,#'l::,r6(rcosç) t ik;''eit'""""f ï:".)ï^I 
^

-"'r 

1 
';i:'lu' (466)

In the derivation of equation (4.66) the isotropic material propert¡ ,i.e. theeigenval-
ues and eigenvectol's âre inclepenclent of cþ, is incolporatecl. Following expressions are
obtained fi.om the properties of á functi on [72],

rn /2
f 

"''^6çr"osp)dp : _?J-r/2 t"
rn /2

.l __,, 6 (r"osç)cosgclç : o

["'' 6çr"osç)sinçcrç : g
J-r/2

The displacements are expressecl as

{î} :;,Ð,H{,*!*i)l#,'*',ïi,*-} 
(46s)

n,grr¡ : + [n/'^"rr,,"osertttvr1,7T J _¡r /2

(4.67)

(4.6e)

(4.70)
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A z-direction unit load (/" : i) applied at (0,0, z¡) gives

103

þ!.rfrr,": rþ1cos(>; Þ!,rrir, : -rþ2si,nrþ (4.TI)

wlrere rfsl and tþ2 arc the corresponcling elements in ô!;r. The clisplacements in (r,0, z)
coordin¿rte systern are obtainecl as

ful 2!þ .t, fu^cos$cos(tÞ-Q)) r,^ \ : \- _+bE; 
I u,,"or4,rin(ó _ o) |lil k'&; r ,:";:';-u l

2^to "t, (V"si'nrl>si'"(4' - 0) 
)

D?T+M;lu,.rtn,¡""'(,i,_ Ðl (4.72)n¿:1\frm. 
t o )

Through the sirnilar manipulations as usecl in cleriving the Green,s function s for z-
clirection load, we obtain:

( tn \ 
^ 
t ( tJ,.cos(ç _l 0)cosç \

l'', | : - # l-r, | '-rÉ,*u + Pk-) I ^ï",i:',;':;il[, J (2tr)" l-"¡zJ-*'11' B^'- ' k- *-'l"T:;:r;"]'ír* 
I

21,

+ Ð,*,u + *b,) { 
::,::i; :,ï"""T,1,", u.*", o,oo (4 7 3)

[o)
Applications of caucþ resiclue theorem ancl the explessiorrs below

/ -liru ç, ""sç) 
co s (e + 0) sin,ectp : ?,si.n,o

l-li,ut ""sç)cos(e 
+ o)dç: s

.l -!,rur""se) 
si'n(e + o)dç : s

I -ii, u o"'nns) co sscls : o (4.74)
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result

(4.75)

tn:

( ", ) . M.. ( *(Hr(tt*r¡ - nrçc*r))cos0u* ì

J 
- I : -;rÐ,h,| (fislne - *@,(k,,r) + u,çl*¡¡snnr*f

|'w) I k,nHsçk*r¡cosol,v,,, )

turo ( eh + +@r(k-r) + nrçt*r¡¡¡cosoV*)

.Ë*l -+çuoçn,,r¡ - nrçc,,r¡)si,tnov,, 
|1,nr"'In 

I o )

1. u-clirection loacl

l" I . ^r^ ll#t¿"2e+þçur(k*r)cos2ï+ Hsçk,,r¡)ly_ I

i;l 
: ;Ð,hl .r:_?,,i::i::,:#:"", 

I
t lk tttn l[hrot'e - *(ur(k*r)cos20 + Hoçk,,r¡)]y- 

I+ ; ,Ð, "-,1 
t# - +H,(Ç,r)lsi'n'2ov* 

I
2. g-direction load

f;l :1sú,
[, J 2 k,B*

Similarly, the Green's functions clue to gr-clirection loacl can be obtained by inter-
changing si,nO and, cos? and changing the sign of tts in equatiori (4.75).It is seen that
based on the clecomposition technique the Gleen's functions for an isotropic piate are

obtained in modal summation forms.

4.3.2.3 Solutions in (2, y,z) coordinate system

For the applications of bounclary element methocl, it is clesirable to have Green,s

functions in (ø, g1, z) coordinate system.

(4 76)
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(4.77)

3. z direction loacl:

(4.78)

Hele zr,, u, and w are displacements in r

4.3.3 Numerical results for Green,s functions

In this sectiott, a numerical exarnple of cornputing Gleen's functions for an isoti'opic

plate is discussed. Two loading conditions are consiclerecl:

1. A vertical load acts at (0,0,0.4fI).

2. A horizontal load in r clirection acts at the same location.

The Poisson's latio z is taken to be 1/3. Tr,vo noLrnalizecl fTequencies, f) : 1 ancl

CI : 10, are considerecl.

For the vertical loacl, the axisymrnetlic conclition ¿rbout z axis holcls. The problern

is analyzec'l l:y both the Ìryblicl rnethod ancl tire clecor¡position basecl tec¡nique. Irr
thc þbrid rnoclelling, thc finitc element rncsh contains 20 qr-raclratic elements ancl 85

nocles. Thc bounclary is locatecl ât r-6: 0.2H þefc:r to Figure 4.2). Forty mocles are

taken in the lvavef'unction expansion in the extelior region.

Figures a.a@) and (b) show the vertical clisplacements through the thickness at

sectiorrs r : 0.3H and ø - 70H, respectively, frorn the tr,vo rnethocls at fi'eque¡cy
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1 rvr. ^. I t#-*nr(k*r))si,n2ov,, ì
+ ;Ð,tr llfisln2e - *(nr(k*r) - Hrçk*r¡cosz0l\,1

- fn:l -,,, 
[ 0 ,|

I 
f*r^t(k*r)cos0U* 

)

1k*H{k,"r)si,n0(I* |
l. I# - iHo(k*r)lw* )

, y, and z directions, respectively.
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f):1; ancl Figure 4.5 shows the corresponcling results at CI: 10. In these figures,

-Re ref'ers to the leal part of the complex clisplacement, Im refers to the imaginary
part, and the decomposition based technique is referrecl as stiffness rnethocl. Figure

4'4 shows that at low fi'equencies Imfwl is nearly a constant through the thickness

at both near ancl far fields; and Re[u] varies through the t]rickness in the near fielcl

ancl almost vanishes in the far fielcl. At high fiequencies, both the real ancl imaginary
parts of the vertical displacements vary through thickness at near and far fielcls, as

shown in Figure 4.5. It is noticed that the lesults from the two moclels are in very
good agleernerrt both in near and far fielcls, at low ancl high frequencies.

It is important to note that axisymmetric condition cloes not hold for a horizontal
direction load. The hybrid methocl developecl above for axisymmetric loacl cannot be

applied to analyze this problem. The Greelt's functions due to the r clirection loacl are

computed by the decomposition based technique. A clisplacement reciprocity relatiorr
is appliecl to check the numerical results.

Figure a.6@) shows the vertical clisplacement tr through the thickness at r : 0.3-ä
due to the r direction load at CI : 1. Also illustratecl in this figure is the z clirection

clisplacement t¿ at point (0,0,0.4H) crue to avertical loacÌ acting at (0.4H,0,2), with
z varying from 0 to 2H - It is seen that the clisplacements from the two clifi'erent

load conditions are in excellent agreernent. The displaceinent reciprocity r.elatio' is

satisfied. Figure 4.6(b) represents the clisplacements fiom the two loacl conclitions at
f'ar fields (r : r)H) at f) : 1. Results fol both near (z : 0.8f1) ancl far. (n : r¡H)
fields at high fï'equency (f) : 10) are given in Figure 4.7 for the two loacl conditions.

VeÌy good agreements at'e observecl fì'orn these figures. lt is seen that the clisplacenrent

t'eciprocity relation is satisfied f'or lor,v as well as high fïequencies.
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4.4 BEM for 3-D \{/ave scattering

The boundary element method is increasingly being explorecl as a fêasible approach

to solve diverse problems related to nondestructive evaluation technique 173, 74). In

this section, we clevelop a BEM capable of solving scattering fi'om arbitrarily-shapecl

three dimensional flaws in an isotropic plate. The flaws may be either voicls or cracks.

4.4.L Formulation

The iime-harmonic formulation (3.28) of boundary elernent rnethod f'or elastody-

narúcs has some f'eatures which make it particularly attractive for solving scattering

problems. These features include rigorous treatment of racliation condition for an

unbounded medium, reduction in the clirnensionality of the problem, direct methocls

fol calculating flaw-induced signals, and other instances of computational savings.

The boundary integral equation (3.28) is converted to algebraic equations (3.31)

by discretizing the flar,v surfäce into boundary elements. The actual surface geometly

is then interpolatecl by polynomials over each element in terms of nodal coordinates.

Each fielcl variable is also represented by an interpolation of noclal quantities. Specifics

of this procedule are given in Chapter 3.

The diagonal 3 x 3 block of the assembled H matrix contains the tensor c¿¡ as

well as the CPV of the traction kernel integrals; also, the diagonal elements of the

assemblecl G matrix contailt the r,vezrkly singular clisplzrcernerit kernel integlals. Au

cffcctivc tccluriquc to handle these silgular integlals is crritical to the accuracy of

the boullclat'y element solution. The techniclue clevclopecl iu Chapter 3 to ev¿rluate

singular integlals is extendeci to thlee clirnensional analysis.

With the concept of artificial source, the boundary integral equations for a typical
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boundary node 1 can be manipulated as:

h¿,¿tt¿ + h¿,¿¡1lt¿¡y ! h¿,¿¡2IL¿-yz - g¿,¿t¿

: t (-h¿,iu¡) *Ð(gn,¡ti) + l,o (4.79)
j+i,i+t,i+2 j+i,

h¿¡t,¿rh + h¿¡1,¿¡1LL¿¡t I h'¿*r,n*rtL¿¡2 - g¿+t,¿+tt¿+t

: Ð (-h¿¡1,¡u¡)+.ÐØn+r,¡t¡)+bn*, (4.80)
j+¿,¿+t,i+2 j+i+r

h¿¡z,trl,i, + h¿¡z¡¡tL,Lt¡t * h¿+2,¿+zrL,¿+2 - g¿+2j+zt¿+z

: Ð (-h¿¡2,¡zr1) I Ð (gn+r,it¡) 1- bo*, (4.81)
j+¿,i+t,¿+2 jti+2

r,vlrere u¡ ancl t¡ are displacernent and traction Green's firnctions due to the artificial

source; the cliagonal 3 x 3 block elements of.H (h¿,^,l,Tn:I,2,3) and and diagonal

elements of G (g¿,¿,1 :7,2,3) arc taken as unknowns; h¿,¡ and q¿,¡ at the right hand

side are the kno¡,vn elements of the matrices H and G, and contain only regular

integrals. With the concept of artificial source we obtain three equations for the

twelve unknowns. By choosing four independent artificial sources, we can establish

sufficient nurnber of linear algebraic equations to solve for the unknowns.

Voids are a colnrnon class of flaws in structural materials. Computationally, they

are simpler to handle compared with cracks. For illustration purposes numerical

results f'or only a clack problem âle presentecl in this sectiorr.

4.4.2 Nurnericalresults

The bounclat'y clemcnt llcthod is used to stucly thc sc¿rttering of \,vaves fi'orn a holi-

zontal crack in an isotropic plate of thickness 2H . The clack (shadorved palt in Figut'e

4.8) has a rectangular profìle with length fI (abng z clirection). width 0.4ll (along

g direction), and zero thickness in z direction, respectively; and the crack center is

located on the z axis. The clack clepth is assumecl to be Hla. The vertical loacl is
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applied on the top surface at point (-3.511,0,0). The Poisson's ratio, z, is taken

asIl3. To model the crack tip area quarter-point 8-node quadrilateral elements, as

shown in Figure 4.9, are used.

In the boundary elernent analysis, to circumvent the difliculties associatecl with

the presence of the crack, the multidomain technique (refer to Chapter 3) is ernployecl.

The plate is divicled into two clomains by four vertical fictitious bounclary surfaces

(as shown in Figure a.S). The boundary element mesh is composed of 152 quadratic

elements and 462 nocles.

Observation points are set in a rectangular area on the top surface above the crack

with length 1.5J/ ancl width 0.6H. Vertical displacements of the observation points

are shown in Figure 4.10 for normalized frequency f2 : 1. It is noted that only half

of the observation ar-ea is shown in Figure 4.10 since the system is symmetric about u

axis. Relatively even distribution of clisplacements is observed in the absence of crack

fïom Figure 4.10(a). The displacernent distribution of the observation points above

the crack is significantlv changed clue to the presence of the crack, as shown in Figure

4.10(b). Specifically, the surface response shows a peak in the central area above the

crack, and the response of the surface points outsicle the crack region almost keeps

unchanged.

For comparision, the same problem is solved making plane-stlain assumption.

The results for vertical clisplacements are presented in Figure 4.11. The solid line

represents the arnplitucles of veltical clisplacernents of top surfzrce in the absence of

crack, while the dashed line represents the results in the presence of crack. It is

seen that the results from plane-strain modelling is much larger that that from three-

dimensional moclelling.
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4.5 Concluding remarks

Three-dimensional wave propagation in isotropic plates is investigatecl by two rnodels.

In the first model, the analytical formuiations for frequency equation and wave func-

tions are clerivecl for circular-crested waves which are generaied by a vertical load (ax-

isymmetric problem); a hybrid method combining finite element modelling and wave

modal representation is established to compute the dynamic lesporìse of the plate.

The second model is developed based on the clecornposition of the three-dimensional

wave problem into a series of plane-strain and antiplane problems. The Rayleigh-

Ritz type approximation based stiffness rnethod ancl modal summation teclinique are

emploved to construct the Green's functions in explicit forms.

A boundary element technique is exploited to analyze three-dimensional wave

scattering by cracks in isotr-opic plates. The technique based on the concept of ar-

tificial source for the evaluation of singular integrals arising from boundary integral

equations is extended to three-dimensional analysis. Numerical results show that the

presence of ci-acks significarrtly modifies the surface response of the plate.
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displacement at x=0.3H
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Figure 4.7: Displacements through thickness, f,) : 10, (a) r : 0.3H, (b) ø : 10H.
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Figure 4.8: Configuration of a rectangular crack

Crack faces
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Figure 4.9: Crack-tip elements in 3-D analysis
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Chapter 5

3-D Green's F\rnctions for

Composite Plates

5.1 General

This chapter is concerned with the derivation of three-dimensional Green's functions

for larninatecl cornposite plates. The technique developed in Chapter 4 is extended

to decompose three-dimensional wave problem into a sequence of two climensional

'uvave ploblerns. The elastic wave field is stuclied by the stiffness rnethod to cleal r,vith

the inhornogeneity along the thickness direction. The eigenvalues (wavenunibers) and

eigenvectols (distlibution through the thickness) are obtained by solving a generalizecl

eigenvalue ¡rt'oblen. Gleert's furrctions f'or composite plates are constructed through a

numerical quaclt'ature and the lnodal suuunation technique. Based on Cauchy lesidue

theolern, Green's fhnctions âr'e expressed in a double selies surnnatioll foln. Nulner-

ical examples show the convergence of the methocl.
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5.2 Description of the problem

Time-harmonic elastic \,vâve propagation in an infinite plate composed of perfectlv

borrcled layers with possibly distinct rnechanical properties and thickness is consiclerecl.

Tlre two faces of the plate z : 0 and z :2H are traction-free. The global rectangular

caltesian cooldinate system (*,U,r) is shown in Figure 5.1.

FIBER ORIENTATION

ZI

i-TH SUBLAYER

Figure 5.1: Configuration of a 3-D laminated composite plate

FREE SURFACE

FREE SURFACE
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In the technique aclopted here, each layer is divided into several sub-layers so that

tlre total numbel of sub-layers through the thickness, 2H , is l/. For simplicity in the

analysis, each layer is assuined to have transverselv isotropic material properties with

the material symmetry axis making an arbitrary angle p with the r- axis.

5.3 Governing Equations

Consider tlie e-th sub-layer bounded by z : z¿ ànd z : zi+r. A local rectangular

cartesian cooldinate system (X,Y, Z) is chosen in the sub-layer with the origin on

the top of the sub-layer, X- axis along the material symmetry axis (fiber direction),

Z- axts veltically down, alid Y- axis parallel to the plane of the plate, as shown in

Figure 5.1. Let U(X,Y, Z),V(X,Y,Z),W(X,Y, Z) be the displacement components

of any particle within the sub-layel in X, Y, Z directions, respectively.

The strain-displacentent relations within the sub-layer in the local coorclinate sys-

tem are given by

t20

€xx

€vv

Ézz

€vz

€zx

:

_ i ^.
- ,IYZ

1-: ,'lzx

AU

AX'
AV
AY'
avv
AZ'
1/av aw\

lrl-t\az- aY )
I / AU AVV\

lrl- ,\az- ax )
7 /av ay\

lrl-t\ax- N)€xy : ilxv

r,vhere €77 represents strain component.

(5 1)
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The stress-strain relation of this sub-layer- in the local coordinate system is given

by [75]

{ot¡}: C{e¡,,} (5.2)

where

{ort}' : \oxx ovy ozz

{rrt}' : (exx €yv €zz

Czz: Czs, Css: Caø, cn: ctz, cqu: (c" 
- c") 

(b 6)
2

ovz

€vz

ozx o"")

\CZX EXY I

(5 3)

(5 4)

(5 7)

C-

Cl.t Cn Cy¿ 0 0 0

Ct, Czz Czt 0 0 0

CnCzsCss 0 0 0

0002cu00
o0002css0
000002c66

(b.5)

In the above ø¡7 represents stt'ess componeltÍ, Ct¡ is the element of constitutive

rnatrix fol the sub-layer. Note that fol transversely isotropic material

The equations of motion in the local coordinate system are given by

ooxx , Ôor" ' Qy t bx -l pa2[J :0,ax'aY'
W"W*V*bv-r pazv:0,

W.W.Vrbs¡ pu2w:0.

wlrere p is the density of the sub-layer; bx,bv and bs are body forces in the X,Y and

Z clirections, respectivelv; and ¿¿ is the circular frequency.

Let p be the angle betr,veen the global r- axis arid the local X- axis measured

counterclockwise from the global r- axis. The relations between the displacements in
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the two coorclinate systems are determinecl by

T(É)'

lT(p)l-'u: [T(p)]'u

722

U:
u: (5 8)

where

uT:(uu VW) (5 e)

(5.10)r(p):

in tlre global (*,A,r)

{o}: D{u}

¡,vhere

{"1" : {o* auu ozz ou" oz¡: oru}

{.}t : {€r, €uu €zz €g" €zu €ra}

D:f(p)clf(p)l-'

wlrele o¿¡ and 6¿¡ represent stress and strain components, r'espectively, in the

coordin¿l,tesystem. f is a6 x 6 rnatlix defined as

(5.r2)

(5 13)

(*,a, r)

f(p) :

cos2þ s,irfþ o o o sin2p

s'in2B cos2B o o o -si.nzp
001000
0 0 0 cosp -s'inp 0

0 0 0 si,np cosp 0

-|si,nzp |si.n2B 0 0 0 cos2B

(5.14)

w); Ur:(U

I 
cos? si,nB o-l

| -s'inþ cosB 0 I

L o o 1l

vector {e} for the sub-layerThe stress vector' {o} and strain

coordinate system are related by

(5. 1 1)
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and has the propelty

lf(p)l-' : f(-p)

For the transversely isotropic sub-layer equation (5.13)

(5 15)

D-

Dr.DpDn 0 0

Dtz Dzz Dzs 0 0

Dn Dzz Dze 0 0

0 o 0 Du,D,s
0 o 0 D¿,sDss

DrcDzaDrc 0 0

D¿¡ arc related to Ctt by the equations presented in [76].

The displacemeut-strain relation is

{e}:Lu

where

LT:
000
gog
ou oz

0g+oz ou

on equation in

glves

Drc

Dza

Dsø

0

0

Daa

ò ðta" ãul

o ,,tl
* ol
global coorclinate

l*
Lo

rnoti

(5 16)

(5 17)

(5.18)

system can beThe time harrnonic wave

written as:

L"DLu+b+ pa2u:o (5.1e)

5.4 Ðecomposition of the equations

Thc application of double integral Foulier transform (ref'er to Chzrpter 4) to the

governing equation (5.19) results in

i"oln+b+ pa2í:o (5.20)



[-r( o o o z* -ir1
l":lo -jq o f; o -j{l

Lo o f;-jrt-jt ol
Introducing variables k and r/ as

€:lccosrþ; q:ksi,nrþ,

expressing governing equation in the (r' ,U',2) coordinate system

Figure 4.3) we obtain

ffnr{tç6)j-'û + [T(çó)]-'Ê + prr[r(çr)]-,,, :
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where u and 6 ate the Fourier transforms of clisplacement vector u and body force

vector b, respectively, ancl

(5.21)

(5.22)

(refer to Chapter 4,

o (5.23)

where

" : T(çó)"
a-
b : T(çt)b (5.24)

Multiplying equation (5.23) with T(/) yields:

T(ó)LrD,,tr(çó)l-'"+6+ pa2i:0 (b.2b)

Let

(5.26)T(,¿)l' : t[r(d)

Lf, is obtainecl bv insper:tion of equation (5.14) as

l-ir 0 o o * nl
tl:lo o o &. o -ikl

Lo o & o -jk ol
Equation (5.25) can be arranged as:

lflo'r,ou+Ê+ pa2îr:o

(5.27)

(5.2s)
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by noticing

itr(çl)l-' : ilr(d)l' : [T(.Þ)r']' : [r(d)]'Lu (b.2e)

where

D': r(d)Dlf(d)l' (5.30)

Expanding LTD'L¡ leads to the governing equation as

lAl- ¡nt*-r'or#+pl.2)i+b:o (b.31)

where

I DLu D'ou o IttAr : lDi, DLo o 
I

Lo o aå,]
[ 0 0 D'ru+DåulttA2 : | 0 0 DLe-rDLsl (5.32)

lD'rr* D;r, D'nu + D'ru o l
I D\, D'ru o IttA3 : 
lD'tf^ 

DLu 0 
ILo o DåoJ

In tlre above D|, is element of D' matrix.

In tlie case of isotropicr material,

D'tt: Dls: À+2¡-t

D'44: DLs: D'ea: lt

D'rs: À (5.33)

D'r6: DLe : D'ns: 0

ancl cquation (5.31) lcclnccs to cquation (4.45) r,vhich, as illustratecl in Chaptcr 4, con-

tains governing equations for plane-stlain and antiplane problems with waves travel-

ling in z' clirection.
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Equation (5.31) governs waves traveling in r/ dir-ection with wavenumber k. The

wave fields are independent of grl direction. It is seen that the three-climensional wave

propagation is decomposed into a series of two-dimensional r,vave problems with three

clisplacements coupled.

b.b Green's function

The employrnent of Rayieigh-Ritz approximation based stiffness method to equation

(5.31) gives the approximate governing equation as

fi : çk xr - jkKz-l- K¡ - rrivr)ô

726

where vectors Q ancl É represent the noclal clisplacernents ancl tractions through the

tlrickness of the plate in the transformed clomain. M and Ki(i, : I,2,3) are mass

matrix and stiffness matrices, respectively [49, 76].

Following the same procedure as illustrated in Chapter' 2 a standard eigenvalue

problem can be established. The solution to equation (5.34) is obtainecl through the

modal summation technique as:

(5.34)

(5.35)Â 3 o';,rfio[;,
o - ,2,@; -õB*

wlrere þ,, is wavenumber, B*,is the orthogonality coefficient, iÞ[, and Õ[, are left

ancl right oigenvectols.

The Fourier transfblm of a point load acting at point (0,0, zs) is

i : fo : (f, f, f")' (5.36)

where f*, fu and f , are the amplitudes of the load in r, y and z clirections, respectively.
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Ti'ansferring the i into (x:' ,U',e) coorclinate system
)-

^ ( {.I ( Í"cosó-r frsi'nþ I
u : 

1 

,í,1: r(d)r : 
t 
-t',no; r,coso 

l 
(5 37)

we obtain

"t:(o 
o f,, fr, f, o ... o) (b.3g)

and

a"*ri : ,þrÍ * + ,þrf o, + ,þrf 
"

: rþposrþ + tljzsinó +'{tz (5.39)

wlrere ,h, rþ, and'þs are the corresponding elements in Õlr, and

l1" : thÍ' +'tþzÍu

'rlt, : |,rfu - |,rf* (5.40)

,trt : úzÍ,

Let û be a vector which represents clisplacement of a nod,al poi,nt. Equations (5.35)

and (5.39) give

â - g tþposcþ -r'(tzsi,nrþ 
" 

ø, I i: lo:,àffilw i (541)

t w*)
,,vhere U*, V* andW* are the corresponding elements in the light eigenvector Õfi,.

Î'ansf'er ü itrto (r,0, z) coolclinate system:

( lL,)
-l-lu: 

1,f l:[r(d-e)]-'i,l'tÎ'J

2t\t ì [u"'cos(þ-0)-l("sirt'(þ-P) ì
: ;tþrcosÓ 

+ tþzsi'nÓ + th 
I u*rnnç6 - 0) + v*cos(þ- d) I Ø.42)m:l (k*- k)B* 
I 
-"'"-'"" 'rr* "' 

J 
\"'*-"'
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Application of the inverse Fourier transform to the above equation gives the displace-

ments as

" 
: 

{ ï } 
: # I I,u,ra"!krcos(ó-o)kdkd(þ

I ¡ f .p{tltposþ+tþzsi,nó+'|tz

Aæ I lçk,6¡ k, @* - k)8.,
( U*cos(þ - 0) - V*si,n(þ - á) ì

* | u*rn (,þ - 0)-tv,,cos(S- á) I "ikrcos(ô_-0)kclkdó 
(b.43)

tw*)
Through an analogous procedure as in isotropic plate analysis the displacements

are obtained as

f ,ø ì
J,, [ _ I f/, /-Sttrrcos(ç+0)+ljzsin(ç+0)+lt3

\il: -cæt-*¡'t-*L, 4
( U,ncosç - Wrsi,nç)

x G+ *k-)lu*rnnrtv,,cosç\"'o'*"',Ikd', (5-44)

lw*)
r,vhere

Q:rþ-0

Numerical quadrature is required to carry out the integrals. Dividing the domain

l-i,il into 1 subclomains r,vith equal intervals leads to

l.ø ì
1 ", I : __l*É ¡ /* s ljrcos(ç + 0) +,$2si,n(ç + 0) + tþs

1i f 
: 

P"Ytz- lo'' l-* L' 4

Ã:_ lU,,rcosç 
- V,'sin'V)

x (t + ;y;) | rl,.slnp I v*cosp I eikrcosed,kd,çl (b.4b)
tu-turn 

| ,r* )
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z-dilection load

For a z-direction unit load, equation (5.45) is simplifiecl as follows accorcling to

equation (5.40) and the propelty of ó function (Chapter 4):

{ î } 
: - *,Ð | ̂

, Ð, fiu ç' 
"o ", {i;" 

"*i' 

.2' "i'i}"'
( Urrcosç¿ - V*si,nçr)

+ i Ë *¡r*), r*rn rrrv,ncosp¿ | sitü.rcosetLgl (b.46)
i:tn¿-r Drn 

I ,rr, )

wlrele Cauchy residue theorem (it is noted that ,þr, B* and (J*, V* and W* are

independent of li;) ancl the middle point integration formula have been applied to

derive the second clouble summation term.

To compute the remaining integral in equation (5.a6) following expressions are

useful:

.lor6('"o'ç)dp: { I #;,:t }

loru{r"orç)cosçdç 
: g (5-47)

o:[-r' :::;I'-lä .,i,i;;f 
(54s)

The displacernent vectol due to the z-direction unit load is obtainecl as

fl,"l : r g lLI :ll;f "'k'4 l;*l
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( Urncosç¿ - Vn si,nç¿)

!É Ë ryt ), u^rn ,r, + v,."orçnl "'*'*"''L, (b.4e)2" ,4,*?, Brn 
l-"'"" 

"''r*'rr1"""1'L 

J"
r,vhere superscript x represents quantities corresponding to the wave travelling in the

clilcction g:ô-0:i.

r or y-direction load

From equation (5.40), the clisplacement vector due to xt ot ?J direction unit load

Ìras the form

{ï} 
: -*'nt^,t:-t,

( Unrcosg - Vrns'inç)

x(1 + , 
u'', )l r,*rn rrv,ncosgl ¿ir'*"vd"kd,g] (b.bo)\ lt - k^' 

[ 
"' '*^ *'"*ï'r

Following the same procedure used in deriving the displacement vector due to z-

clirection load, we obtain:

{ï} 
: #z:*#*{T}

+ Í f 'þ(ç:)n* {u;",":,i', *7,',u:,I',1 
",i0,,,."n",,¡, 

(b 51)
2n ,4,#, B,n 

1""'"" 
"'';,,'"'"""'' 

J"
rvhc'c 

ú(ço) : tþpos(çr + 0) -r !t2si,n(pt + 0)
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Table 5.1: Elastic properties of single layer Graphite/Epoxy fibers (GPa)

Cn Cst Ct'¿ Czz Css

160.73 13.92 6.44 6.92 7.07

5.6 Numerical implementation

The technique illustratecl above is applied to analyze the three-dimensional wave

propagation problern and compute Green's functions for the following examples:

Example 1. - a single layer graphite/epoxy cross-ply laminated plate with fibers being

aligned with the r direction. The relevant elastic constants are the sâme as

those of example 2 in Chapter 2. They are reproduced here in Table 5.1 for

ease of leference.

Example 2. - a 8-layer graphite/epoxy cross-ply laminatecl plate with 0'/90" 10" 190" 190" /0" I
90'/0' configuration.

A vertical unit load acting at (0,0,H14) is supposed for both the examples. The

norrnalized frequency 0 is equal to 1. To compute the wavenumbers ancl eigenvectols,

the plate is diviclecl into sixteen sub-layers for both examples.

Example 1

As is ilhlstrated above, the three-climensional r,vave propagation problem can be

decontposed into â sequence of two-dimensional pr:oblerns. Figure 5.2 shows the vali-

ation of first three propagating wavenumbers (first three propagatirrg modes) versus

the propagation direction in the single layer plate. The horizontal axis represents the
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altgles between the wave travelling directions and r axis. It is seen that the wâvenum-

bers in a direction, sày g, are sarne as those n -p clirection. That is because the

material properties are symmetric about r axis. Figure 5.2 also shows that the first

and third wavenumbels reach their minima as the waves travelling in fiber clirection

(p : 0') while the seconcl wavenumber reaches its maximum at this direction. All

these wavenumbers have maximum values as waves travel in the direction (p: 90")

perpendicular to the fiber direction.

For the numerical computation of clisplacement Green's functions the domain

l-i,Ð is dividecl into a number of subclomains with equal intervals. Different divi-

sions ale utilizecl to investigate the convergence of the numerical quadrature. Figure

5.3 represents the top surface displacement along r axis from three kinds of divisions,

tlre interval Arp being 2.5", 5" ancl 10o. In this figule, the horizontal axis (labelled as

rlH) represents distance from the source point to observation point. It is seen that

the results from 5o clivision are close to those from 2.5o clivision. Also 10" clivision

gives stable results. Figure 5.4 shows the results along a line making 45' angle with

fiber direction. The results from 5" division are in very good agreements with those

from 2.5' clivision. The results from 10" division are oscillating.

The top surface displacernent for a line perpendicular to the fiber direction frorn

the satne divisions are shown in Figure 5.5. It is seen that the lesults are not sensitive

to the divisions.

Example 2

Figure 5.6 shows the variation of first three propagating wâvenllmbers with the

propagation directiorr in the 8-layer plate. Similal variations of the r,vavenumbers are

observed as for single layer plate (Figure 5.2). The slope of the third wavenumber

in this figure is much smaller than that in Figure 5.2. This is due to the effect of

r32
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multilayer configuration of the plate.

Figure 5.7 shows the top surface clisplacements along lines making- 0o, 45' and 90'

angles with r axis. The interval is 5' in the numerical quadrature. It is seen that the

displacernents of the top surface points along r axis are larger than those along other

directions.

5.7 Concluding remarks

Three-dimensional waves in iaminated composite plates are studied in this Chapter.

Double Fourier integral transforms are employed to obtain the governing equations in

a tt'ansformecl wavenurnber domain. By introducing a coorclinate transforrn the prob-

leur is clecomposed into a sequence of two-climensional problems. GLeen's filnctions

for the lamiriated composite plates are constructed through summing the contribution

of all the two-dimensional problems and the application of Rayleigh-Ritz procedure

ancl modal summation technique. The numerical efficiency is achieved by replacing

the double infinite integrals with two finite summatiorn. Numerical exarnples show

the convergence of the technique.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

6.1 Conclusions

An analytical f'ormulation of wave propagation is employed for plane-strain analysis of

laminated cornposite plates and axisymmetric analysis of isotropic plates. Based on

this folmulation, a method is developed to compute the plane-strain elastodynarnic

Green's f'unctions in terms of the guidecl wave rnocles clue to line loads in laminated

cornposite plates. It is shown that accurate computation of the Green's functions can

be macle both in the neal ancl far' fielcls by keeping not only the propagating rrrocles,

but also the non-plopagating and evanescent mocles, in the r,vave function expansion.

The Ravleigh-Ritz type apploximation basecl stiffness methocl is used to investi-

gate thc tr,vo-ditttcnsional lvave phenorlenon. The dispclsion lelation is obtairred as a

stand¿rlcl trtatt'ix cigenva,lue probleur. The olthogonality lela,tions of the left and riglrt

eigenvectol's are used together rvith thc moclal summation techniquc to construct the

Green's functions.

In the analysis of wave propagation in isotropic plates, a three-dimensional prob-

lern is decornposed into a set'ies of plane-strain and antiplane problerns. An explicit

r40
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expressioll of three-dimensional elastodynamic Green's functions is obtained.

It is also illustratecl that the three-dimensional rÀ/ave propagation problem in a

larninated cornposite plate can be decomposed into a sequence of two-dimensional

problems. The three-clirnensional Green's functions are explessed in a double sum-

mation folrn with lespect to the travelling directions and wavenumbers.

A hybrid method which incorporates finite element for-mulation in a bounded

interior region containing all the flaws with a mod¿rl representation in the exterior

region is employed to investigate plane-strain wave scattering problem in laminated

composite plates.

The boundary element tnethod is applied to analyze scattering of plane-strain

\Ã/aves by cracks in laminated composite plates. A new technique is established to

evaluate the Caucþ principal value integrals and weakly singular integrals involved in

the boundary integral equations. This technique is also extended to thlee-dimensional

wave scattering analysis. Nurnerical computations shor,v that the boundary element

method is much rnot'e efficient than the hybrid method especially when large cracks

are involved in the analvsis.

6.2 Recommendation for Future \Mork

The comprchensive set of Green's filnctions together r,vith the bouncl:rly element ¿rnal-

ysis technique erncl sofTlvat'e pzrckage ¡;resentecl in this thesis can be zrppliccl to nnalyzc

a variety of ploblems. The follor,ving lccommenclations are madc for- future lvork.

1 . The theoretical findings of the present study should be expelirnerrtally vali-

dated by carlying out ultlasonic testing of laminated cornposite plate specimens.

147
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. The new technique to evaluate the CPV singular and weakly singular integrals

involved in boundary element analysis shoulcl be systematically refinecl ancl

incorporated into general application of boundary element analysis.

. Niore studies are needecl on the numerical aspects of thlee dirnensional Green's

f'unctions fol laminatecl composite plates and theil incorporation into three cli-

tnensional boundary element analysis.
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Appendix A

Coefficients of matrix IPA]

The elements of the matrix [Po^] appearing in equation (2.24) are given below:

,^ -^ DA
por, : po*: 

ffi*'{r¡21(d(7+ø) + abc(I+b))cosrlhcost'2h-ad(I+ó) - bc(I+a))

+lrlabd(I+ ø) + rlc(I + b)lsi,nr1hsi,nr2h|,

.-A -a jk,
p?, : po*: 

fi(abns'inrlhcosr2h - r"2cosr"lhsi,nr2h),

^^Dôp?, : p)ta: 
ffiinør'1r2(d" 

+ bc)(cosrlhcosr2h - r)

+ (a2 rl t d + rl c) si,nr 7h si,nr 2h),

^^Do'plr : pâ : 
ffiintt(br¡2(ab t 2a-r r)(con'lltcou'2lt - r)

+frl(t + ó) + rlab2(t-t a)lsi,nrlhsi.nr2lt|,

pr", : p^x: 
fr?rrl,nr1hcosr2h, - a,brposr1h,si,n,r2h,),

t2
p^ß : ÃÃ; f2abr1r2(cosrrhcosr"2h - 1) + (a,2b2rl * r|)sin,ryh,si,n,r2h,),

.-A .-^ DZupî, : pîs: -filklrzc(r + b)si,nrrhcosrzh - rfi(I I a)cosrlhs'inr2h,],

Pî, : Pâ: cosrrhcosr2h)

^^Deepîs : p?ts: 
fi@artrosrths'inrzh - cr2si,nrrhcosr2h),
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APPENDIX A. COEFFICIENTS OF MATRIX [P^] r52

"^ : pîu: Dfin'ztrt(t 
+ b)si,nrftcosr"2h - r2b(r I a)cosr1hsi,nr2hl,

,nAt.7ît : 
fi,si'nrths'inr2h,

^ -^ D3,
h^r : pî,t : 

ffiint{r1r2(l + ø)(1 + b)(d-l bc)(cosrltcosr2h - 1)

+frlc(I + b)2 + rlUaç i a)2lsi,nr thsi,nr2h|,

^^Dlp|, : po*r: _ffit*lrr(r + a)bsinrrhcosrzh. - ,"r(I i b)cosrlhs'inr2hl,

: -4s-nn{zrr2(1.+ a)(r + b)b(1 - cosrthcosr2lL)

-lr'r(t + b)2 + rltf çt + a)2lsi,nrthsi.nr2h\,

^ ,a DZufi : p},t: 
ffin'1r¡2ld(I+a) + abc(l+h)+(ad(I+b) - bc(r+a))cosrftcosr"2hl

-lrlabd(r + a) + rlc(r + b))si,nr thsi,nr2h\,

Pî4

^ ,^ D3'
p?n : pîz: 

ofr;ik{(t'¡ucd,(ab * 2a-r l)(cosrlhcosr2h - r)

+lrlad2(t I a) + rlc2(t-t b)lsi,nrfts'inr2hj,

^^Dpfz : pâ : -fi{"ar1si,nr"1hcosr"zh - u"2cosrrlls'¿nr2h),

. n?^pil : 
ftrl2acclr1r2(l - con"yhcosr2h) - (a2 d2rl + c2r|)s'inrlhs'inr2hl,

^^DZopâ : pîz: "fiiklrtaQ + a)si.nr"1h.cosr'2h - r2c(r -l b)cosryhs'inr2hl,

,. Az
p^,", : -fi si,nr t h,sim"2h,,

¡,7pâ : ffif' {rcdr¡2(I+ ø)(t + b)(cosrþcosr2h - I)
+[rlcz (t + b)2 + rla2 6 + a)2]sinrlhs'inr2h]. (A 1)

c : (I - -Ðk2 
- fr?ot 

d,: (1 - 6¡tc2U - þrà,

A1 : Døe.ikþr3('tJab - r); Lz: D66.ikr¡2(ab - r),ri
h : !J¿+r - ?)¿: h¿. (A 2)


